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FAIRCHILD'S ESSENCE OF EPSINE
presents the vital principles

of the gastric juice, and is therefore of positive and
in treatmnent of al! disorders of digestion.

peculiar value

FAIRCHILD'S ESSENCE'
contains the pure rennet ferment

and witi good fresh imiL iiikes wiolIesoiiie junikeL ait whey-accept-
able and nourishing foods for the sick, invalids, dyspeptics, and delicate
children; tie whey also as a oocl for infants in cases of " difficult"
feeding, and in cholera infantum, etc.

FAIRCHILD'S ESSENCE
as a vehicle

for the iodides, bromides, mercuriais, etc., and for ".tonics" and medi-
cines of various kinds, conveys the remedy in the most agreeable form
an1 promotes its effect.

FAIRCHILD'S ESSENCE
bas been doing good work in medical practice

or a quarter of a 'century, aid the prescriber may continue to
use i& with the àassranc that it is to-day' a better preparation than
ever, thati ivI beklept'up to the standard, and improved if possible,

-with each succeedingseason.'s

s 1, potan ýto spec'if y FMLReHILD S ESSBNeGE

VTfED B)r. C. L EN' ' CO., 124 GRANVIwUj STREET, RA1IFAX, N. S.

YJ'
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BOVININE

Sin ANiEMIA
:

OVININE overcomes Aiznzia logically, rationally
and radically, for several substantial reasons:

1. Because it supplies the staroing or-
ganism with the requisites for immediate
reparation.

2. Because it needs no preparation or
transformation at the hands of the vital :0.
iachincr before it can be assimilated and

converted into living force. Scores of theo-
retically excellent foods lack this vital con-
dition, and are therefore appealed to in vain.

3. Because the condition called Ainmia
results fron a form of malnutrition which is
not caused by lack of any nutritive element,
but by the absolute inertia of the digestive
function.

BOVININE comes to the rescue by supplying a
vitalized and perfectly compounded pabulum that calls for
no chemico-vital effort or expenditure whatever.

Have we made the contrast between BOVININE
and all the rest of the prepared foods distinct enough?

If not, please apply the crucial test-clinical use-at
our expense, and convince yourself that our claims are
neither extravagant not exaggerated, but are strictiy based V'
on science.

e Boviine Comnan
75 West Hfouston Street, NEW YOPKJ

LEEMING MILES &oO., MONTREAL. Sole Agents for the Dominion of Canada.
'FOR LITERArURE APPLY DIRLiCT TO T-mE BOViNE C0. NEW YORK.



A Non-toxic, Non-irritant, Non-escharotic
Antiseptic.

ABSOLUTELY SAFE, AGREEABLE AND CONVENIENT.

Listerine is a well-proven antiseptic agent-an antizymotic-
especially useful in the management of catarrhal conditions of
the mucous membrane, adapted to internal use, and to make and
maintain surgically clean-aseptic-all parts of the human body,
whether by spray, injection, irrigation, atomization, inhalation,

or simple local application..:.:.;:.:...::.:.:.:.:

For diseases of the uric acid diathesis:

L AMBERTS LITHIATED HYDRANGEA
A remedy of acknowledged vaie in the treatment of all diseases of the
urinary ssten and of especial utility in the train o f evil affects arising
froin a unie acid diathesis. A paiphlet. of 'Cippi ngs"- o! editoria.s on
this subject may be had by addressing:

Lambert Pharmacal 0o., St. Louis, U.S. A.
Be sure of genuine Listerine by purchasing an original package.

We cannot too strongly impress upon the
profession the importance of prescribing Scott's
Emulsion at this time. Whenever cod liver oil
is indicated, Scott's Emulsion should be recom-
mended as against any other preparation of cod
liver oil. The' great scarcity of the pure oil
itself and the consequent adulteration and mix-
ture has filled the market with an endless
number of worthless preparations. Scott's
Emulsion, however, remains absolutely un-
changed and its quality and purity are the same
and will continue the same as for the past thirty
years. Scott's Emulsion is the best because it
is safe, reliable and effective.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, Toronto, Ont.



McGILL UNIVERSITY,-Montreal.
Faculty of Medicine, Seventy:Second Session, 1903-1904.

OFFICERS AND
WILLIAM PETERSON, M. A., LL. D., Principal.
C. E. MOYSE, B. A., LL. D., Vice-Principal.
T. G. RODDICK, 3L D., -LL. D., Dean.

EME
WILLIAM WRIGHT, M. D. L. R. C. S.

G, P. GIRDW

Thos. G. RODDICK, M. D., Professor of Surgery.
WIL LIAM GARDINER, M. D., Professor of GynScology.
FRANC s J. SuEP'ERD, 31. D., M. R. C. S., Eng. Professor

of Anatomy.
F. BULLER, 1. D., M. R. C. S., Eng., Professor of Ophtha-

mology and Otology.
JAsieS STEWART, M. D., Prof. of Medicine and Clinical

Medicine.
GsoG WiNxiss,V M. D., M. R. C. S.. Professor of Medical

Jurisprudence and Lecturer on listology.
D. P. PE.NHALLoW, B. SC., Professor of Botany.
WsLEY MILLs, M. A., M. D., L. R. C. P. Professor of

Physiology.
JAs. C. CAMFRoN, M. D., M. R.. C. P. I., Professor of Mid-

wifery and Diseases of Infancy.
ALEXANDERi D. BLACHADER, B. A, M. D., Professor of

Pharmacology and Therapeutics.
R. F. RuTTAN, B. A., M. D., Prof. of Chemistry.
JAs. BELL, M. D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery.

MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY.
J. G. ADAMI, M A., M.D., Director of Museum.
F. G. FINLEY, M. B., Lond, Librarian.
E. M. VON EBERTS, M. D., Registrar.

RITUS PROFESSORS.
| DUNCAN C. MAcCALLUM, M. D., 3. R. C. S. Eng.,

OOD, M. D., M. R. C. S., Eng.
PROFESSORS

J. G. ADAMi, M. A., M. D., Cantab, Prof of Pathology.
F. G. FINLEY, M. B., London, McGill, Assistant Professor

of Medicine and Associate Professor of Clinical
Medicine.

HENRY A. LAFLEUR, B. A., M. D., Assistant Professor of
Medicine and Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine.

GoERGE E. ARaMsTRONG, M. D., Associate Prof. of Clinical
Surgery.

H. S. BiReErr, M. D., Prof. of Laryngology.
T. J. W. BURGESS, 31. D., Prof. of Mental Diseases.
C. F..MAirTiN, B. A., M. D., Assistant Professor of Clinical

Medicine.
E. W. McBRIDE, M. A., D. Sc., Prof. of Zoology.
T. A. STARKEY, M. B., (Lond.) D. P. H., Prof. of Hygiene.
JohN M. ELDER, M. D., Assistant Prof. of Surgery.
J. G. McCarthy, M. D., Assistant Prof. in Anatony.
J. T. Ialsey, M. D., (Coluinbia) Assistant Professor of

Pharmacology.

LECTURERS.
W. S. MORROw, M. D., Lecturer in Physiology.
J. J. GARDNEa, M D, Lecturer in Ophthalmology.
J. A. SPRINGLE, M. D., Lecturer in Applied Anatony.
F. A. L. LocKiALr, M. B., (Edin) Lecturer in Gynocology.
A. E. GARRow, M. D., Lecturer in Surgery anid Clinical

Surgery.
0. GORDON CAMPBELa, B. Se, M. D., Lecturer in Clinical

Medicine.
W. F. HAN1ILTONM. D., Lecturer in Clinical Medicine.
D. J. EvANs, A. D., Lecturer in Obstetries
N. D. GUNN, M. D., Lecturer in Histology.

J. W. STiING, M. B., (Edin), F. R. C. S., Lecturer in
Ophthalnology.

J. ALEX. HvTCrnNsoN, M.D , Lecturer in Clinical Surgery,
A. G. NIcnots, M. A., M. D., Lecturer in Pathology.
W. W. CHIPMAN, B. A., M. D., F. R. C. S., (Edin.), Lec-

turei in Gyiecology.
R. A KERRY, 1. D., Lecturer in Pharnacology.
S. RIDLEY MAcKENZIE,.5.D., Lecturer in Clinical Medicine.
JouN McCRAE, B.A., M.D., Lecturer in Pathology.
D.'A. SiiRREs, M. D., Lect. in Neuro-Pathology.
D. D. MAcTAoART, M. D., Lect. in Medico.legal Pathology

FELLOWS.
W. TuomAs, M.D. and L. Loeb, M.D., Fellows in Pathology. 1 G A CHARLToN, M. D, Fellow of Rockfeller Institute.

THERE ARE IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE THIRTY-SEVEN DEMONSTRATORS AND ASSISTANT
DEMONSTRATORS.

The College Course of the Faculty of Medicine of McGill University begins in 1903, on September 23rd, and will
continue until the beginning of June, 1904

The Faculty provides a Reading Room for Students in connection with the Medical Library which contains over
25,000 voluies-the largest Medical Library in connection with any University in Anierica.

MATRICULATION.-Tlie niatriculation exaninations for entrance to Arts and Medicine are held in June
and September of each year.

The entrance examinations of the various Canadian Medical Boards are accepted.

FEES-The total fees, including laboratory fees examination and dissecting inaterial, $125 per session.

Courses. - The REGULAR COURSE for the Degree of M. D. C. M. is four sessions of about nine
., onthis each.

DOUBLE COURSES leading to the Degrees of B. A. or B. Sc., and M. D., of six years have been arranged.
ADVANCED COURSES are given to graduates and others desiring to pursue special or research work in the

Gaboratories of the University, and in the Clinical and Pathological Laboratories of the Royal Victoria and Montreal
Leneral lospitals.

A POST-CRADUATE COU RSE is given for Practitioners during M4ay and June of each vear. The
course consists of daily lectures and clinics as well as dernonstrations in the recent advances in Medicine and Surgry
and labo.atory courses in Clinical Bacteriology, Clinical Cheminstry, Microscopy, etc.

DiPLOMAS OF PUBLIC IEALTIH -A course open to graduates in Medicine and Publie Health Officers of
from six to twelve msonths' duration. The course is entirely practical, and incudes in addition to Bacteriology and
Sanitary Chemistry, a course on Practical Sanitation.

HOSPITA LS.-The Royal Victoria, the Aontreal General, and tise Montreal Maternity Ilospitals are utilized
for the purposes of Clinical instruction. The physicians and surgeons connected with these are the clinical pro-
fessors of the University.

These two genpral hospitals have a capacity of 250 beds each, and upwards of 30,000 patients received treatmsentin the departisent of the Montreal General Hospital alone last year.
For information and the Annual Announcement, apply to-

T, G. RODDICK, M.D., DEAN. E. M. VON EBERTS, M.D., REGISTRAR,
McGILL MEDICAL FACULTY



THE fIJYIMM10L CHEMICRL CVPY anNoturing Chemistsl
THE OMOTiLCHEICOL OMPO 'NEWYORKCITY.ý

Gentlemen's Outfitter.

G. R. ANDERSON,
-Importer and Dealer in-

English, Scotch, German and Oanadian
UNDERWEAR.

Hoeiery, Shirts, Tics, Gloves, Braces, Dressing
Gowns, Pyjams, Umbrellas, Waterproof Coats

105 Granville Street -- Halifax, N. S.

50 Yý'EARS
EXPERIENCE

TâAD>E'MARKS

COPYRIGHTS &C.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quIckly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention Is probably patentable. Communiaes
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patente
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receivl
*pecial notfice, without charge, in the

$clentiIi¢ .Hntrican,
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cr,
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
yetr: four months, $L Sold by ail newsdealers.

MUNN & Co.,sero*aday, New York
Beanch Offlce. 625 F St.. Washington, D. .

DO NOT FORGET OUR GENERAL SUPPLY DEPOT.
for Physicians, Surgeons, Colleges and Hospitais, which wiil be found to contain a full line of

Bacteriological Apparatus, Clinical Thermometers, Hypodermic Syringe. Chemical Apparatus.
Fine Chemicals for Analysis, Microscopic Stains, Slid3s and Cover Glasses.

Correspondence given prompt attention. Catalogue in preparation.
-TELEPHONE.UP 945. - CHAS, . WALTERS, B. A. Se-(McGil1), Maneer



HALIFAX MEDICAL COLLECE,
HñLIFRX, NOUR SCOTIR.

Thirty-Fifth Session, 1903-1904.
THE MEDICAL FACULTY.

ALex. P. REIm, M. D., C. M. ; L R. C. S.. Edin.;. L. C. P; & S. Can. Enieritus Professor of Medicine.
JOHN F. BLAcK, M. D., Coll. Phys. and Surg., N. Y., Enieritus Professor of Surgery and Clinical Surgery
H. McD. HENR, Justice Suprenie Court; Emeritus Professor of Medical Jurisprudence
GxoRG L. SINCLAIR, l D., Coll. Phys.; and Surg., N. Y. ; M. D., Univ. Hal. ; Eneritus Professor of

Medicine.
DONALD A. CAMiBEL, M. D., C. M.; Dal. ; Professor of Medicine and Clinical Medicine.
A. W. H. LiNesAT. M. D., C. M.; Dal. ; M. B., C. M.; Edin.; Professor of Anatomy.
F. W. GOODwIN, M. D., O. M., Hal. Med. Col.; L. R. C. P.; Lond ; M. R. C. S., Eng.; Professor of P ar-

macology and Therapeutics
M. A. CURRY. M. D., Univ. N. Y. ; L. M., Dub.; Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology and of Clinical

Medicine.
MuRnocn CuisntoLM, M. D. C. M. McGill; L. R. C. P.. Lond.; Professor of Surgery and of Clinical Surgery
NoRMAN F. CUNNINGIAM, M. D. Bell. Hosp., Med. Col.; Professor of Medicine.
G. CA RLETON JONEs, M. D. C. M., Vind; 'M. R., C. S., Eng.; Prof. of Diseases of Children.
LoUIs M. SILVER, M. B., C. M., Edin.; Professor of Physiology and of Clinical Medicine.
JOUN STEwART, M. B. C. M., Edin.; Emeritus Professor of Surgery.
C. DicKic MURRAY, M. B., C. M., Edin.; Professor cf Clinical Medicine.
GRo. M. CAMPBIsP, M., D., C. M., Bell Hosp. Med. Coll. ; Professor of Histology and Pathology.
F. U. ANDERSON, L. R. C. S., and L. R. C. P., Ed.; M. R. C. S, Eng.; Adjunct Professor of Anatomy.
W. Il. HATTiE, M. D. C. M., McGill.; Professor of Medicine.
N. E. McKAy, M. D., C. M. Hal. Med. Col. ; M. B., Hal. ; M. R. C. S., Eng.; Professor of Surgery, Clinical

Surgery and Operative Surgery.
M. A. B. SMITH. M.D., Univ. N. Y.; M. D., C. M., Vind., Professor of Applied Therapentics, Class

Instructor in Practical Medicine.
C. E. PUTTNER, Pir. M., Hal Med. Coll.; Lecturer on Practical Materia Medica.

Hos.W. WALsH, M. D., Bell. Hosp. Med. Coll.; Adjunct Professor of Obstetries.
A. I. MADER, M. D., C. M., Class Instructor in Practical Surgery.
I. S. JAcquEs, M. D., Univ. N. Y., Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence and Hygiene.
E. A. KIRKPATRIcK, M. D., O. M., McGill. Lecturer on Ophthalmology, Otology, Etc.
E. H. LoweicsoN, M. D., Lecturer on Ophthalmology, Otology, Etc.
H. D. WEAVER, M. D., C. M., Trin. Med. Coll., Denionstrator of Histology.
JON'McKINNON, LL. B.; Legal Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence.
THoiAs TRENAMAN, M. D., Col. P. & S., N. Y., Lecturer on Practical Obstetrics.
E. V. HoGAN, M. D., C. 1., McGill ; L. R. C. P. & M. R. C. S. (Eng.) Demonstrator of Anatomy.
J. A. McKENziE, M. P., C. P. S., Boston : Deionstrator of Anatonmy.
T. J. F. MURPHY, M. D., Bellevue Hospital Med. School, Lecturer on Applied Anatony.
L. M. MITRRAT, M. D., C. M., McGill ; Demonstratory of Pathology, and Lecturer on Bacteriology.
W. D. FoRinsT, B. Sc., M. D., C. M., Dal. ; M. R. S. C., Eng.: L. R. C. P., Lond.; Junior Dcnonstrato o

Anatomy.
D. J. G. CAMPBELL, M. D., C. M., Dal.; Demonstrator of Histology.

EXTRA MURAL LECTURERS.
E. MAcKAT, PH. D., etc., Professor of Chemistry and Botany at Dalhousie College.

Lecturer on Botany at Dalhousie College,
-...-- -- , Lecturer on Zoology at Dalhousie College.

JAMEs Ross. M. D., C. M., McGill, Lecturer on Skin and Genito-Urinary Diseases.
S. M. Dixon, M. A.; Prof. of Physics at Dalhousie College.

The Thirty-Fifth Session will open on Thursday, August 27th, 1903, and continue for the eight
months following.

The College building is admirably suited for the purpose of medical teaching, and is in close proximity
to the Victoria General Hospital, the City Alms House and Dalhousie College.

The recent enlargement and improvements at the Victoria General Hospital, have increased the clin-
iual facilities, which are now unsurpassed. every student has ameple opportunities for practical work.

The course has been carefully graded, so that the student's time is not wasted.
The following will be the curriculum for M. D., C. M. degrees:
isT YAR.-Inorganic Chenistry, Anatomy, Practical Anatomy, Biology, Histology, Medical Physics

(Pass i inorganic Chemistry, Biology, Histology and Junior Anatomy.)
2ND YEAR.-Organic Chemistry, Anatomy, Practical Anatomy, Materia Medica, Physiology, Embry-

ology. Pathological fHistology, Practical Chemnistry, Dispensary, Practical Materia Medica.
(Pas Primary M. D., C. M. exanination).

3RD YEA.-Surgery, Medicine, Obstetrics, Medical Jurieprudence, Clinical Surgery, Clinical Medi-
cine, Pathology, Bcteriology, Hospital, Practical Obstetrics, Therapeutiùs.

(Pass in Medical Jurisprudence, Pathology, Therapetics.)
4n YnR.-Surgery, Medicine, Gnescoogy and Diseases o! Children, Ophthalmology, Clinical Med-

cine, Clinicai Surgery, Practicai Obstetrics, Hospital, Vaccination, Applied Aanatomy.
(Pass Final M. D., C. M. Exam.)

Fees may now be paid as follows;
One payment of ..... $300 00
Two of . . . . . . . 15500
Three of· · ...... 11000

Instead of by class fees. Students may. however, still pay by class fees.
For further information and annual announcement, apply to-

L. M, SILVER, M. B,
REQisrRAR HALIFAX MEODoAL CoLLaE,

08 HOLLIS ST,. HALIPAX.
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rtificial Leg
Combines all the latest improvements in Arti-
ficial Limb Construction, made with WOOD OR
LEATHER LACING SOOKET, meets' -the re-
quirements of all kinds and conditions of stumps.
Our ILLUSTRATED ART CATALOGUE "THE
MAKING OF A - AN " tells al about it and is

WALKEASY sent free

GEORGE R. FULL ER COn
15 South Ave. -ROCHESTER, N. Y

ýBoston,, Mass.

Resident Agent- Branches Buffalo, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.

C. E. PUTTNER, Ph., M. Chicago, 111.
Victoria General Hospital, Halifax, N. S.

To wEom all communications shiould be addressed

WOLFVILLE HIGHLANDS SANATORIUM
FOR THE ACCOMMODATION AND TREAT-
MENT OF INCIPIENT CONSUMPTION

Situated on the highest elevation in the
Town' ofWolfvile. Commanding a
beautiful Scenery -of land and sea..
Verandas and Sun Parlors adapted to
the Fresh Air Treatment. Water
Supply the best, from an Artesian Well.

Charges Moderate
G. E. DeWITT., M. D.



The Addition of. Cow's Milk to'
Wampole's Milk Food

In no wise improves its eficacy, inasmuch as it already
has the right amount of milk in it ; besides, cow's milk
contains an excess of casein, which the baby cannot
digest.

By our process this excess of casein is removed, as
well as the acid and other impurities which make cow's
milk unsuitable for infants. Logically speaking, the
baby can no more thrive on cow's milk than a calf at the
breast of a woman.

Wampo.le's, Milk Food'
Can be prepared in a moment and at any time-any-
where-in the kitchen, in the bedroom, on the cars, by
the roadside, or any place where water can be obtained.

It is sterilized in process of manufacture, is thorough-
ly cooked, and ready for use at any time of night or day
by simply adding warm water.

Marketed only in glass containers which are securely sealed.

Samples cheerfully furnished without charge. Correspondence
on the sublect of artificial foods solicited, which wili receive
prompt and courteous attention.

MADE BY

HENRY K. WAMPOLE & CO.,
Specialists in Progressive Pharmacy,

originators and Sole Manufacturers of "Wampole's Perfected and Tasteless
Preparation of the Extract of Cod Liver Oil."

Main Offices and Laboratories, PWLADELPHIA, U. S. A.

Branch Office and Laboratory, TORONTO, CANADA.



TH GRA SE' OF: A,

COD FISH' IVE
Is of no more value than-any other grease. The virtue of Cod

Liver Oil lies in the fact that it contains curative principles that

are not grease nor greasy.

Only these active principles are contained in, WAMPOLE'S

PERFECTED AND TASTELESS PREPARATION
OF THE EXTRACT OF COD LIVER OIL,
which in solution are combined with equal quantities of Liquid

Extract of Malt, the Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites, and

Fluid Extract of Wild Cherry.

It is as palatable as Curaca, a delight and relish to patients-

not an abhorrence as crude Cod Liver Oil or its emulsions.

Command us to send samples-the only expense to you will

be the energy and time to try same.

HIENRY K. WAMPOLE & CO.,
Specialists in Progressive Pharmacy,

Main Offices and Laboratories,

PHILADELPHIA, U. Se A.

Branch Office and Laboratory,
TORONTO, CANADA.



Antplogistine
PROPERLY APPLIED, L UNQUESTIONABLY THE
STRONGEST THERAPEUTIC FORCE IN SUCCESSFULLY
WAGING THE MUCH TALKED OF

CR USADEAGAINST
PNEUMONIA.

ANTIPHLOGIST[NE IS A SCIENTIFIC PREPARATION
HAVING A DEFINITE PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION, AND
THAT ITS REMED[AL VALUE MAY BE -FULLY
REALIZED, IT SHOULD BE JSED WITH CAREFUL ATý
TENTION TO DETAIL.

ANTIPL UL STINE
APPLIED WARM AND THICK TO MHE ENTIRE THO-
RACIO WALLS, FRONT, SIDES AND BACK, AND COVER-
ED WITH A CHEESE-CLOTH COTTON-LINED JACKET

Produces Immediate Results
BY INDUCTION OF CUTANEOJS HYPERAEMIA (FLUSH-
ING THE SUPERFICIAL CAPILLARIES), IT BLEEDS BUT
SAVES TRE BLOOD. THUS, ALL THE DISTRESSING
SYMPTOMS. ARE AMELL.ORATED. THE OVERWORKED
HEART, TUE CONGESTION, THE PAIN, THE DYSPNRA,
THE RAPID AND DIFFICULT BREATHING ARE PROMPT-
LY RELIEVED. THE PULSE IMPROVES, THE TEMPERA-
TURE DECLLNES, AND REFRESHING REST AND SLEEP
ARE 1NVITED.

TUE PATIELT RECEIVES ANTIPHLOGISTINE IN PER-
FECT CONDITION WHEN THE PHYSICIAN PRESCR[BES
ORIGINAL PACKAGES.

MARKETED ONLY IN FOUR SIZES-
SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE AND HOSPITAL-

INEVER IN BULK.

THE DEN VER. LHEMIALMF. YK.
DENVER.'ý ' LONDON. NEW YORK.,
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Write Department

EW
(JUST PUBLISHED)

Cystoscopes, Urethroscopes,
Current Controllers, and an extensive

line of Electrical Instruments.
We supply Lamps, Batteries, etc., for
any make of Diagnostic Instruments.

Rochester Surgical Appliance Co.
No. 17 ELM ST., ROCHESTER, N. Y., U. S. A.

in advance of all others.

Emul. 01. Morrh. et Hypophos. c
Guaiacol, (Parks),

MANUFACTU

HATTIE

HALIFAX

MParks
Perfect

IiIEmuLsion

RED

MYLIUSi
phosp

N. S, and'
Price 50c. of all druggists.

ith the Hypo-
hites of Lime

Soda with

nom

"l QI". for our

Guaiacol.
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Origiial Conimunications.

THE PREVENTION OF INSANI'Y.'

By W. H. HrnE, M. D., Medical Superintendent Nova Scotia Hospital, Halifax.

Consideration of the means by which the prevalence of insanity
may be lessened demands, as a pre-requisite, consideration of the
causes of this most deplorable affliction. These are many and various,
but an eminent English authority, Dr. Chas. Mercier, sums them up
as "heredity and stress." Stress, of course, includes many conditions
which act adversely upon the highly organized nervous tissues so'ås
to disorder function .t least, and doubtless structure also in most
instances.

The statistics of the Commissioners in Lunacy for England and
Wales afford perhaps as accurate information concerning the ascer-
tained causes of insanity as are anywhere available. These statistics
show that in the five years 1897 to 1901, inclusive, there were admitted
to the various English and Welsh asylums an aniual average of 9,444
male and' 9,938 female patie.nts. An hereditary inffuence was as-
certained in 18.8% of the men and in 24.6% of the women. Congen-
ital defect was reported in 5.8% of the male and in'3.9% of the female
admissions. In 23.1% of the men and in 9.6% d>f the women, a his-
tory of intemperance in drink was given. Doniestic trouble (includ-
ing loss of friends), adverse circumstances (including business
anxieties and pecuniary difficulties), mental anxiety and worry (in
other words the so called 'moral causes,")a ccounted for 15.7% of the
cases occuring in men, and 18.2% of hose in women. Ail other

*'Read at meetng of Halifax Branch, British Medical Association, January 6th, 1904.
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causes, including many which are commonly supposed to have a
potent infuence iii disturbing the mental poise, such as religions ex-
citement, disappointment in love, th.e physiological epochs, sexual
abuse, etc., etc., each contributed a-very small proportion of the total
admissions. There stand out. therefore, in exceedingly bold relief,
heredity and intemperance as the two most powerful factors in the
catsation of insanity. And the greater of these is heredity,

While it is quite generally conceded that "men do not gather
grapes of thorns, nor figs of thistles," the full meaning of the phrase,
in its application to h uman heredity, is fully appreciated by few.
Family traits and even national characteristics are explained in a
vague way by inheritance, and yet the intensity with which heredity
bears upon the physical and psychical character of the individual
receives scarit recognilion. I have no intention of going into the
theories of heredity, but desire mercly to call to your attention some
of the evidences of the part played by heredity in the production of
mental disorder.

Probably no statistics wbich have yet been collected can be con-
sidered to correctiy represent the actual influence of heredity upon
the occurrence of insanity. Ignorance of people about their own
family history, wilful suppression of knowledge actually possessed,
misinterpretation of wbat has been observed-these are but the
comonest causes of vitiation of statistics, and there can be no doubt
but that insanity exists in the forebears of a much larger percentage
of insane patients than present statistics would indicate. But a direct
inheritance of insanity is not necessary in order to predispose one to.
mental disorder. We have formed the habit of using the term loosely,
and we do iot, of course, mean that it is insanity itself -which is in-
herited, but a tendency thereto, and this tendency is transmitted,though
doubtless less strongly, by neurotics and eccentrios, by drug
habitues and by those of crininal tendencies, as well as by those who
are insane. Recent work in criminology, as is well known, demon-
strates a very intimate association between crime and degeneracy.
Moreover sone excellent authorities have of late been arguing that
debilitating conditions in the parents, such as tuberculosis and more
especially arthritism, have an influence in determining a lack of
vigor in the nervous organization of the offspring. Again certain
sociological factors are of importance, such as youthfulness or extreme
age of parents, disproportion in the age of the parents, and con-
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sanguinity, althougli this last does not have so marked an influence in
producing mental disorder as is commonly believed.

Further complexity is added to the subject by the knowledge that
one generation may escape inheritance of undesirable characteristics
from the immediate forebears while those of the second generation
are not so fortunate. This atavistic bereditary influence has been
supposed by Bevan Lewis to be particularly noticeable in the case of
the recurrent insanities, but the recent investigations of E. Fitscher
throw doubt upon the .correctness of Lewis's tcaching. Nevertheless
the importance of the atavistic tendency is not to be uinderestimated.

We have thus far taken into account only the most evident of the
conditions which make for a bad hereditv. The environment, the
associations, the natural disposition, the habits with reference to
work, exercise, food, etc., in fact everything which influences the
mental and physical health of the individual has also an influence
upon the descendants. The subject is therefore one of amazing
intricacy, but must be dismissed with this imuprfect discussion.

And so when we cone to consider the possibility of reducing the
prevalence of insanity by any means which will ensue to future
generations a better heredity than they are likely to have unless
improvement is made on present methods, the magnitude of the
undertaking at once appals us. We have not only to combat the
silly sentiment which is at present the main determinant of the
parentage of future men and woinen; but elfort must also be made to
impress upon all the wideness of the subject of heredity and the
various conditions which influence it. It must be admitted that but a
snall measure of success need Ie expected at the ou*tset, and it will
take centuries for a f ill realization of the good which is to be accoi-
plished by judicious application of commnon sense to the marriage
contract. But there might be a desirable something accomplished
at once.

A few days ago, I was written to concerning a young man for
whom admission to the hospital was sought. From the letter,
which. was written by a layman, I quote as follows:-" Last evening
1 was sent for from T- to take the statement of J. R. Sr. in relation
to his son, J. R. Jr., who vas supposed to be insane. I found J. R.
Jr. confined in jail for some scrap on the street. I found also two
brothers and one sister "non compos mentis," the father and mother,
natives of Cape Breton, are awray down in the scale of humanity;
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everyone of them just a few removes from idiocy. I found insanity
on the side of the father and mother away back for generations.

"It was indeed the most lamentable case I ever took. hold of. This
family came from Cape Breton eight years ago and are now saddled
on this county."

After the reading of such letter, a thoughtfuil physician cannot but
give emphatic assent to a statement largely advertised a few years
since by one of our great Canadian manufacturers, "Matches are
made in Hull," paraphrasiug the quotation to the extent of altering a
single vowel. Which suggests a writing of the self-made merchant
to bis son, with which we must all be in hearty and sympathetic
accord, to wit :

"Marriages may be made in heaven, but most engagements are
made in the back parlor, with the gas so low that a fellow does'nt
really get a square look at what he is taking. "

Dr. G. Alder Bluner, in a recent address before the American Medico-
psychological Association, well said : - " The myth that marriages
are made in heaven lias brouglit infinite disaster in its mendacious
wake ever since the lie was first uttered. Marriages, altho' some of
them may have the divine sanction, are of the earth, earthy; and it is
nothing less than sacrilege for erring men to hold Almighty God an-
swerable for their blind folly while they run to cover under a make-
believe aegis of heaven."

It lias been many times said in effect that a stock raiser shows in-
finitely more intelligence and forethouglit in the siring of his horses,
cattle and swine than in the siring of his grandchildren. This is
surely a sufficiently scathing comment upon the common methods of
arranging marriages. The reason for such evident carelessness in
the mating of human beings is easily discovered. Much of it is doubt-
less the result of '· blind folly, "but much also is the result of ignorance.
The first stirrings of that peculiar sense of unrest and want which we
nominate "love" are nearly always accompanied by an awakening of
the altruistie tendency, and begin at the period when impressionability
is a marked characteristic and education is most successfully under-
taken. At such a time, the youth of the land should be dutifully
taken in hand and reverently instructed in the full meaning of the
relations which naturally follow upon the hunting expeditions of Cupid
The sacrifice of self as opposed to the sacrifice- of offspring should be
argued as a matter of vital importance. And while youth is a period
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proverbial for its thoughtlessness, there are a sufficient number of
exceptions to the general rule to make the teaching of this doctrine
well worth a trial.

More than moral suasion is necessary to any measure of success, how-
ever, and there is good sense in the efforts which some law-makers are
putting forth to prevent promiscuous marrying and to place some
restriction upon the marriage of the unfit. Such action in a limited
locality, thougli, can have but an educative influence, and it is only
when general action by the whole country is undertaken that a really
successful result may be anticipated. There is nevertheless a certain
class which may be taken in hand by any community, and which for
charity's sake, apart from other motives, should be dealt with by the
state. I refer to the weak minded, the imbecile. In this class
heredity plays an especially conspicuous part. In the statistics of
Dr. Martin L. Barr, of the Pennsylvania Training School for Feeble-
minded Children, 3050 cases are considered. In 64.85°/, the condition
was the result of causes acting before birth. The average imbecile is
not of much use as *a citizen. He is usually at least in some degree
extra-social if not anti-social. But he is capable of procreating his
kind. It is a mercy to protect him from the world; it is a folly not to
protect the world from him, and there is great need of an institution for
the feeble minded in our province. -Dr.'A.W.Wilmarth, Superintendent
of the Wisconsin Home for Feeble-minded, states that the offspring of
degenerate families are more numnerous on the average than of families
of ordinary intelligence. Kiernan gives similar testimony, saying
that the average number of children in ninety degenerate families,
which came under his observation, was eleven, and that multiple births
were disproportionately common in coinparison with normal families.
Commenting on these facts, Blumer says: " Thus it appears that
that while nature tends to check increase in the case of gross bodily
infirmity, it is otherwise when only the bigher faculties are involved
in the degenerative process. And in these days when presidents of
republics and of universities and emperors are exhorting to marriage
and singing paeans to frequentative maternity, it is well that they
ponder these things. " It is surely an unwise policy which encourages
the multiplication of the unfit. While here in Nova Scotia we may
not be actually incouraging such an undesirable thing, until a proper
institution for the feeble minded is provided, we cannot be credited
with discouraging it.
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Intemperance in alcoliol is commonly thought of only in its effect
upon the mental constitution of the individual. It is indeed one of
the most active of the determining causes of insanity. But the effect
of alcoholism transmitted from parent to child, while not so generally
recognized, is not of less importance. According to Lui, out of 1500
patients adnitted to the provincial asylum of Brescia, 12°- were the
children of alcoholic parents. Lui also calls attention to his
experience which indicates aheredity of alcoholism to be most evident
in insanities of the degenerative type and in idiots and epileptics.
This is quite in accord witl the teaching of Forel, who maintains that
" parental alcoholisin is an important agent in the production of
degeneracy ". We have to consider what constitutes intemperance.
This is largely a matter of individual susceptibility. An extremely
small quamtity of alcohol may eíYect a very sensitive brain quite as
seriously as a large amount wouild effect a brain less delicately
organized. The question of susceptibility is quite indeterminate for
statistical purposes.

The treimendous inluence of direct heredity, and the part which
alcoliolisin plays through inheritance in the production of insanity,
being thus denonstrat ed, the desirability of having the marriage
problein controlled to the greatest feasible extent by legal enactment
needs no argument. But what is to 1be done to save those now
existent whose hcreditv is defective and who are consequently
strongly predisposed to mental breakdown ?

The causes of insanity are heredity and stress. Heredity is but
a predisposing cause. An exciting cause is necessary to precipitate
an attack. And an exciting cause niay be anything which lin any
measure bears too strongly ipon the reserve of nervous energy which
the individual possesses. Of these, alcoholism in the individual, ill-
health froni any cause, and overstrain are most potent. From these
a predisposed person should be most carefully guarded, a natural life
should be enjoined, and any illness from which the individual may
suffer should be treated most carefully, the danger of mental failure
being kept constantly in mind. Especial care should be given during
the developmental years and every effort made to assure normal and
healthy growth. And at e various phy. si Hgical epochs, all causes
of excitement, worry, or strain of any kind should be carefully
eliminated.

The statistics of our hospital show thiat more than 25% of all cases
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admitted were in the third decade of life, and very nearly another 25%
of those admitted were in the fourth decade. That is to say, nearlyone
half of ail persons admitted were between the ages of 20 and 40,

just the years in which the struggle for existence is most intense.
Many writers attribute the marked increase of insanity within recent
years to the extraordinary demands which the strenuous life of these
modern times make upon us. It cannot be doubted but that many
who might, under easier conditions, pass through life in spite of what
Maudsley terms the tyranny of a bad organization, break down under
the strain of the fierce competition which wages between those who
seek to attain to a sphere of affluence and influence. This applies
particularly to those in whose forebears the processes of evolution
have made slow headway. A very striking illustration of this fact is
found in the negro race in the United States. Before the abolition of
slavery, insanity vas very rarely seen in the negro. In slave days
he had certain duties to perform, and in some instances was doubtless
subjected to cruel treatment, but lie liad the certain assurance of a
shelter, clothing and the necessaries of life. He had to take no
thouglit of the morrow. With the close of the war, however, he
found himself thrown absolutely upon his own resources. Ignorant
of anything except the simple duties to which he had been accustomed
to perform under the direction of his masters, quite unused to the
ways of the world, without means, without the faintest conception of
wliat the support of self required, he was thrust out to do for himself
among a people impoverished by a long war and embittered agauist
his race because of the part heunconsciously played in working their
ruin. When full account is taken of the utter state of unprepared-
ness of the negro for suc a change, one cannot but admire the
potentialities of a race which has made such wonderful progress in
the forty odd years which has elapsed since the abolition of slavery,
under peculiarly unfavourable and discouraging circumstances. We
are indebted to them for a most striking object lesson in evolution.
But at what cost ? From the condition of almost absolute immunity
to mental disease whicl lie enjoyed scarcely half a century ago, the
negro of the southern States has shown steadily increasing suscepti-
bility to insanity until now the proportion of occurring cases of
insanity in negros is greater than that in whites. Could any more
telling example of the ruinous influence of the strain of modern life
upon an imperfect mental equipment be imagined ?
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Another important niatter, well worthy of the most careful consider-
ation, is that of education, but to this merely passing notice can be
given. Suflice it to say that properly adapted educative measures
may prove the salvation of many a child predisposed to insanity,
whereas the usual nethods are quite possibly responsible, perhaps to
a considerable extent, for the rapid increase which recent years have
witnessed of mental breakdown in adolescents. This is but one of
many arguments which night be advanced in favour of medical super..
vision of our public schools.

The fact that since the opening of the Nova Scotia hospital the
average annual number of admissions has much more than doubled
while in the sane period the general population of the province has
increased but 38.'7%, and this in spite of the fact that numerous
county asylums now receive cases which, in the earlier years of the
history of the hospital, would have come here, is surely sufficient in-
dication of the need for something in the way of preventative treat-
ment. In this the medical profession nust take its share, and can-
not deny its responsibility. The limits of my time prevent anything
like a full presentation of so important a theme, but I trust that the
little I have said may prove to be seed which has fallen upon good
ground, and may bring forth fruit abundantly.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON PARETIC DEMENTIA.-

By J. A. MacKENZIE, M. D., Assistant Medical Superintendent Nova Scotia
Hospital, Halifax.

Paretic dementia is essentially a disease about which little or
nothing was known previous to the century just closed. It may be
defined as a disorder characterized, chiefly, by progressive enfeeble-
ment of the mind together with a progressive general paralysis of the
whole body. The psychie symptoms present multiform phases. in
addition to the characteristic progressive dementia may be found
neurasthenic, hysterical, melancholic, maniacal and paranoic symp-
toms. Frequently at one period or another in the course of the
malady the mental symptoms assume an expansive phase with delu-
sions of grandeur.

Mental stress, especially when associated with intemperance,
venereal excesses, or other irregular habits, are often found as pre-
cedent conditions and may perhaps be regarded as etiological factors.
In this form as well as in all other forms of mental disorder, heredity
plays an important part, occurring, some authorities claim, in from
10 to 40% of all cases. As regards sex, it was regarded by the earlier
writers on the subject that, on an average among al classes of society,
twelve times as many males as females were allected. Recent investi-
gators, however, claim that the ratio of males to females is rapidly
decreasing; Kraepelin maintaining that there are only four times as
many males as females suffer from this disease.

The age of onset is usually in the middle period of life--rarely
beginning before the 35th, and still more rarely after the 50th year of
life. Cases among children or old men are however not unknown.
In short, paretic dementia may be encountered at almost any age.

That it is a disease of civilization is manifested from the fact that
it is seldom observed among the native Egyptians or Icelanders. It
also occurs more frequently among men of ability in professional or
business life than among the ignorant or uncultured. That syphilis
is above all others an etiological factor is universally accepted; as a
,positive history of lues is obtainable in at least 50% of all cases, and

*Read at meeting of Halifax Branch British Medical Association, Jan. 6, 1904.
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it is probable that the true relation is considerably larger. Statistics
prove that the relation of syphilis to ail other forms of insanity is
from 6 to 7 per cent., while in dementia paralytica it is found from
7 to 10 times as frequent. The frequency with which positive
histories of lues have been obtained in cases of paresis has led nany
modern observers to look upon it as a true parasyphilitic disease.
The fact that in about 15 per cent. of the cases suffering from this
disorder, no recent or remote history of lues can he obtained leads to
the question, whether after all syphilis is nothing more than a con-
tributing agent. The question may bei looked at from several stand-
points First in the rather renarkable statistics of Lewin, who in
20,000 cases of syphilis which he examined, 1 per cent. of whieh
becane insane, there was not even a single case of paretic donentia
found. Another careful observer found that among the Egyptians,
where syphilis is one of the widespread disorders, that scarcely a
single case of general paresis could be folnd. The saime investigator
visited the asyluns of Cairo, where he was also impressed with the
fact that he was unable to find a. sin grle case of the disease. Probably
of some significance is the fnct that alcoholisin is rare among the
Egyptians as the doctrines cf the Koran interdicts its use. Witl such
facts as these before us, it is impossible to reconcile the hypothesis,
ascribing to syphilis the direct causation of paralytic dernentia. Of
interest in this connection may be the consideration of a recent
English exposition by Dr. Frederick Mott in the Archives of Neu-
rology, Vol. I, in which he writes tiat lie does not consider the dictum,
"No syphilis, -no pmaretic dementia " as proven, but believes that ail
the evidence is in favor of fle strong influence of syphilis in its pro
'duction, and brings forward this evidence in a convincing way. In
his study of twenty-two cases of juvenile paretic dementia occurring
between the ages of 8 and 23 years, syphilis could not be excluded in
any of these; it being found either in the inherited or acquired form.
Again, many of the more recent observers consider that the patho-
logical processes found in both tabes and paretic dementia are
identical, and call them metasyphilitic, tabes being the same disease
only affecting different parts of the nervons system.

In about 20 per cent of paretics, alcohol seems to be an important
factor. Other toxic agents such as lead, tobacco, rheumatism, etc.,
are also believed to take an important part at times in the etiology.
By some observers trauma has been considered a cause, but no well
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authenticated cases are as yet on record, and until better evidence is
offered, nmust doubt the sufficiency of it as a factor.

Every physician is quite familiar with the cardinal symptoms
present in paretic dermentia. In the early period of the disorder, how-
ever, there are frequently symptons which resemble those found
in neurasthenic subjects. First, mention may be made of some of
the symptoms which lead to its being mistaken for neurasthenia, viz:
sleeplessness, trermour, irritability of mood, hypochondriacal depres-
sion, dull headache, ophthalmic migraine, loss of appetite and digestive
disorders. These manifestations nay readily be misinterpreted as
purely of a functional nature. It is usnally only wlhen mental
symptoms manifest themselves such as little faults of memory ; errors
in speech or writing; the leaving out of letters syllables or words;
growing indifference to the higher sentiments. loss of critical faculty,
small lapses in proprieties, together with failure of interest in the
more important affairs of life, that the physician realises the serious-
ness of the malady with which lie has to deal. As these mental
features advance the patient loses and mislays things, makes mistakes
in money matters, errs in appointments, confuses persons and objects,
forgets his way, is easily angered, etc., etc.

In this early period the patient, like the neurastienic, is quite
conscious of his own illness and observes his symptoms. As the
disease progresses, hovever, in contrast to the neurasthenic, he loses
that sense of being ill and takes no further notice of bis symptoms.
To the careful observer, howrever, even at this period there are symp-
toms present which iare quite distinct from the neurasthenic viz:-
The pupil of the paretic is usually sluggi'h, immobile, irregular, pin
hole or unequal, while the neurasthenic's is usually large and quite
active. The paretic lias either diminished, greatly exaggerated or
unequal knee-jerks; the neurasthenic lias invariably active and equai
tendon reflexes.

In the paretie there is a fibrillary tremour of the tongue, jerky, ataxic
tremour of the fingers, face, tongue and occipito-fron tales, while in
the neurastlienic the tremour, if present at all, alnost never involves
the tongue and forehead and if it does occur in the fingers and eyelids
it is fine and rapid in character and not!jerky. The neurasthenic, as
a rule, lias nothing abnormal in his writing or enunciation. Neither
is there any evidence of mental decay or loss of esthetic and ethical
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feelings; no epileptiform or apoplectiform crises or vertiginous attacks
with transitory aphasia.

In this period of the disease symptoms may be found resembling
somewbat those of chronic alcoholism such as tremour, thick speech
mental changes and defects, epileptiform crises, and where rudimen-
tary polyneuritis is present there is usually lost knee jerks. .The
resemblance in certain cases is so great that the only means of different-
iating is the great improvement or recovery which takes place in both
the mental and physical condition of the chronic alcoholic on the
complete withdrawel of the alcohol. Again in the alcoholic if
hallucinations are present they are usually visual, and aural in the
paretic dement. Perhaps the most common error in diagnosis is the
mistaking of advanced paretic dementia for syphilis of the central
nervous system. This to a certain extent may be excusable as both
disorders have so mucli in common that it is oniy after prolonge d
observation throughout the course of the disease that differentiation
is often possible. It sometimes, though very rarely, happens that the
dementia of the paretic progresses only as a simple dementia with few,
if any, of the characteristic episodes of the true disorder, thus making
the diagnosis sometimes impossible. A careful and close study,
however, of the various symptoms observed will usually settle the
diagnosis; thus, in paretic dementia, if there is a paresis of the cranial
nerves it is usually mild, slow in onset, and transitory; while in cerebro-
spinal syphilis the paresis is complete, sudden in onset, and stable.
In paresis symptoms are found of a diffuse, general lesion, while in
the other they are of multiple lesions. In paresis the tremour is
jerky and ataxic; in syphilis there is no tremour, The Argyll-
Robertson pupil with extreme myosis is found in paresis, vhile in
syphilis the pupil neither reacts to light nor accommodation and
extreme myosis is very infrequent. The characteristic reduplications
of letters, syllables or words in writing found in paresis, has no
resemblance to those observed in cerebrospinal syphilis. If any
change occurs in the latter it is usually due to agraphià or dementia.
If any speech disorder does occur in the syphilitic it is due to some
organic aphasia of one kind or another and hias no resemblance
whatever to the peculiar disorder of speech found in the paretie
dement. The headaches also of the paretic are transitory, vague, and
seldom distressing,. while those of the syphilitic are extremely severe,
constant, and worse at night. The delusions of the paretic dement
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are often expansive, sometimes depressed, but always characterized
by enormous exaggeration in either case, while in syphilis, delusions
are rarely present. In paresis there is progressive mental enfeble-
ment, but often only incoherence and thouglit inhibition arc found in
the victim of cerebro-spinal syphilis. There are many other
symptomatic differences, but will refer to only one more in this con-
nection, namely, that antisyphilitic remedies are useless in paretic
dementia but are of marked service in syphilis.

Again a gammatous meningitis may present a typical case of
paretic dementia in all its manifestations, and there are cases in
which the actual lesions of paresis exist side by side witli syphilitic
cerebral lesions. Occasionally cases are found where symptoms of
mania, epileptic dementia or paranoia exist, but the differential diag-
nosis offers no difficulty. The disease being inevitably fatal there is
little to be advised in the way of medication save symptomatic
treatment.

From the foregoing it is evident that paretic dementia can occur
at any age and in either sex, that civilization tends to its increase,
that syphilis if not a direct cause is at least a contributing agent, that
in the prodromal period of the disease it has many symptoms in
common with neurasthenia and chronic alcoholisi while in the
advanced stages it has many symptoms in common with cerebro spinal
syphilis, and in conclusion it can be said that paretic dementia
always terminates fataly.

fi' ~



THE PROFESSION OF MEDICINE FOR WOMEN.

By GEO. G. CORBET, D. M. FAraVILLE, N. B.

"If you were always thinking, because you had studied a man's
profession, that no one would think of you as a woman, do you think
that -would make any difference to a man that had the soul of a man
in him ? I don't give up because I'm unfit as a woman, I inight bé
a man and still be impulsive and timid and nervous. Every woman
physician bas a double disadvantage that I hadn't the strength to
overcome-ber own inexperience and distrust of other women."-Dr
Breen's Practice, by W. D. Howells.

It was only a few years ago since the idea of a woman entering
the profession of medicine and graduating as a doctor was something
so quixotic, if not actually absurd, that any girl who alluded to
such a vocation was reasoned with and talked to as if she had con-
templated moral suicide. Less than sixty years ago, when diseases
were usually classed under two hcads of colds and fevers, a patient
who was sick enough to need medical attention was waited upon by
a pompous, elderly sort of a gentleman, who brought the who[e of
pharniacopoeia of medicine with him in his saddle bags. When be had
examined the patient's tongue, felt his pulse, and consulted an old
silver fob watch, with grave and decorous air, he either bled or
blistered-frequently did both, and gave copious doses of saits and
senna, tincture rhubarb, and a calomel pill of colossal size. If the
patient grew worse his head was sbaved, and if fever ran higl he
vas förbidden a drop of water to cool the tip of his tongue, nor could

ho eat anything but arrowroot and water-gruel. If it was the old
typhus fever, which adults generally had in those days, the figbt was
a long hard one, for between the treatment and th'e fever, there
was not much chance of life, except in the remedial art of nature.

Medical science bas now discovered a number of new diseases, and
developed corresponding cures. The old saddle-bag dispensary bas
passed out of sight (with those good old times of our grandfathers),
and a fever-stricken patient is no longer depleted by phlebotomy
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Among the new dispensation of the science of medicine the lady
doctor takes a prominent part. What would some of our old doctors
of the old regime think if they w'ere called upon to consult with Dr.
Mary Jacobi, of New York, or any other lady doctors ? The utmost
recognition which these skillful scientific doctors could have gained
from the old time medical man would have been, " My good woman
you will make an excellent nurse, you shall have my endorsement."

-Yet it does not belong to this century to bestow on wonen the
frst medical diploma. In 1799, Mara Zega was a doctor of medicine
in Europe, and in Padua there was a famous doctress. The universities
of Europe had rare and exceptional cases of women who excelled as
surgeons and were highly esteemed for their skill. The first lady
who was ever granted a diploma in the medical profession in
America was Elizabeth Blackwell, who in 1855 was admitted to the
hospital of St. Bartholomew, in London, as a walking physician.
Ten years later she gave medical lectures in that city, which
challenged the attention and respect of the whole medical fraternity.
Dr. Blackwell founded the New York Infirmary, where 6000 patients
were treated in one year. We have many other successful women
doctors. The following colleges opened their doors to women to
study. medicine: College of Physicians of Dublin, 1876; London
University, 1877. In 1873 a ukase was published in Russia admit-
ng wonen to ail its medical schools. Berne University, 1873, andin
1876, the fiftcen universities of Italy, were in like manner thrown
open to ladies, and in 1873 a lady graduate took lier degree in Pisca,
and in 1870 the Vienna University admitted women to the medical
degree. In 1875 the College of Physicians and Surgeons, of Toronto,
Ont., gave its first degree to a woma.n.

In medicine women have the saine course of study and examina-
tions as men. Women as well as men will make mistakes, in the
naine of science, for medicine is a progressive science; to-day it is not
what it was twenty years ago, and twenty years hence it will be
different to what it is to-day, (for the half bas not yet been found).
We have many ills and many cures to-day what shall we have
twenty years from now ? To-day it is almost.impossible for those
studying medicine to rembmber and digest what they see and hear,
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and if a few mistakes are inade by our young lady doctors, be gentle
with them. As Carlyle says, " Against stupidity the gods are power-
less."

In Chicago there are many lady doctors who fill chairs at the
colleges of medicine belonging to the different schools. There are
several instances of where there are both husband and wife practising
medicine in the different schls. A few years ago the question of
medical ethics was put to a kevere test by a recent trial of Dr. Pardee,
of the State Medical Society of Connecticut. After ten years of
happy married life Mrs. Pardee studied inedicine lierself and became
a graduate of a liomeopathic school of medicine in New York. She
set up lier sign on one door post, lier husband's renaining on the
other, and in a little while she liad a successful practice of lier own.
The success of Dr. Pardee and lis wife, Dr. Emily Pardee, seems to
have led to an investigation of their professional relations by the
doctors of the regular medical school and one evening the pair re-
ceived a call from one of them, wlio asked the male Dr. Pardee if lie
consulted with lis wife. The answer was more forcible than polite
and the investigating doctor returned no wiser than before.
Tliere was a meeting of the State Medical Society and they discussed
all the pros and cons -in the matter but failed to come to a conclusion
or to substantiate the charges against Dr. Pardee and his wife and the
State Society referred it back te the County Society for further
action. Meanwhile the buggies of the two doctors came round to
the door as usual, took the doctors on their several rounds and when
the drive was over the homeopathic and the allopathic horse ate
their hay out of the sane rack and the two Drs. Pardee sat down
to dine together.

Tliere is a ludicrous side to the work when women are engaged in
it at times, that lightens its severity and shows that the female
doctor is not yet universally adopted. A farmer living near a large
western town was sent hurriedly to the city to bring the nearest
doctor. He reined his liorse up at a door bearing a doctor's sign,
went in, and looked at the neat looking lady in the consulting room,
said hurriedly:

"Where's the doctor ? I want him right off."
"I am the doctor," said the lady quietly
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The man turned red, whistled and looked perplexed. " Whew !"
he said slowly. "I hadn't calculated on a woman doctor !" " No,"
said the doctor smiling brightly, " a good many had not. Will you
take me or drive a few blocks further for a doctor of your own sex."
The farmer looked at her, and said grimly, "I haven't much time to
wait. Jump in. I reckon Polly will be glad to see you, anyhow."
And Polly was.

A PHYSIOLOGICAL PROPOSAL.

Miss Mary Flynn, a Boston girl, was studying medicine, and
Mr. Budd was her devoted admirer. One evening as they sat
together on the sofa Mr. Budd was wondering how he should manage
to propose. Miss Flynn was explaining certain physiological facts to
him.

" Do you know," she said, " that thousands of people are actually
ignorant that they snell with their olfactory peduncle." "Millions
of them," said Mr. Budd. "And Aunt Mary would not believe me
when I told ber she couldn't wink without a sphincter muscle. How
unreasonable! Why a person could not kiss without a 'sphincter."
" Indeed. I know it is so. May I try if-I can ?" "IOh, Mr. Budd, it
is too bad of you to make liglit of such a subject." Then he tried it
and while he held her hand, she explained to him about the muscles
of that portion of the human body.

"Willie," whispered Miss Flynn, very faintly. -" What, darling !"
"I can hear your heart beat." "It beats only for you, my angel.'
"And it sounds as if out of order. The ventricular contraction is not
uniform." "Small wonder for that when its bursting with joy." "You
must put yourself under treatment for it. I will give you some
medicine." "It's your own property, darling; do what you please
with it."
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TO A LADY DOCTOR.

Yes, doctor, your physic I have taken
That surely shall conquer my ills
The bottle was solemnly shaken,
I dote on these dear little pills.
I've followed your rules as to diet,
I don't know the taste of a tart;
But though I've kept carefully quiet,

The pain's at my heart.

Of course you've done good; convalescence
Secms dawning, aind yet it is true
I fancy the light of your presence
Does more than your physic can do.
I'm well when you're here, but, believe me,
Each day when fate doons us to part
Cone strange sensations to grieve me-

That must be the heart.

Your knowledge is truly stupendous,
Each dainty prescription I see,
I read " Haustus Statamn Sumendus."
What wonder you took (your degree) the M. D. 1
I hang ou each word that you utter
With sage Asculapian art,
But feel in a terrible flutter-

It comes from the heart.

Have you ever-felt the enotion
That stethoscope ne'er could reveal ?
If so, you'li perchance have a notion
Of all that I've felî and still feel.
Oh, say could you ever endure me ?
Dear doctor, you blush and yqu start,
There's only one thing that can cure me-

Take me-and my heart.



-SIMPLE METHODS BY WHICH A BLOOD EXAMINATION
MAY BE CARRIED OUT BY THE GENERAL

PRACTITIONER.*

By F. E. LAWLOB, M. D., C. M., Assistant Physician, Nova Scotia Hospital, Halifax.

A thorougli examination of the blood requires time, and also neces-

sitates a certain expenditure upon special apparatus, and for one or

both of these reasons it is seldom carried out by the busy practitioner.
But when we consider the help it sometimes affords in cases of difli-

cult diagnosis, it seems worth while to give a short account of the
methods which may be adopted to carry it out. The instruments
required are as follows:

(1) Homoglobinoneter for estimating the hæmoglobin.
(2) Hoemacytometer for counting red and white cells.
(3) Microscope and microscopic accessories, stains etc.
As to the method of obtaining the blood, for the following reasons

the lobe of the ear is by far the best locality for puncture.
(1) It is less sensitive.
(2) The act of puncture and the blood are not seen by the patient;

important with nervous people and children.
(3) Pressure, if necessary, is more readily exerted, and produces

better results.
(4) The skin in this locality is as a rule softer and cleaner.
(5) There is less likelihood of subsequent infection.
The lobe of the ear may be cleansed by gently wiping it with piece

of soft lint moistened with alcohol, and then dried with other. Great
care must be observed that friction be avoided, as this produces. a
degree of hyperSmia. The lobe of the ear is now taken between the

thumb and forefinger and punctured with a surgical needle, stabbing
the skin deep enough to allow the blood to flow without having to
exert pressure. The first drop is wiped away, the second allowed to
flow. If pressure be necessary, it should be exerted as far as possible
-from the point of puncture in order that the character of the drop is
not altered by the artificial means.

*Read before the Medical Society of Nova Scotia, Antigonish, July 1903.
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ESTIMATION OF HEMOGLOBIN. For this is used the hæmoglobin-
ometer. The instrument consists of a stand with a horse-shoe base,
a stage with a round hole in the centre for the reception of a well of
standard depth and divided into two equal parts, and a metal frame
holding a prism of coloured glass, the tint increasing in intensity from
apex to base. This method depends for its principle upon the suppos-
ition that a solution of hoemoglobin varies in colour according to
the amount of hoemoglobin which it contains; and this may be
estimated by comparing it with the varying tints in a prism of glass,
each degree of colour corresponding to one per cent of hSnmoglobin.
It must be borne in mind that we are not comparing the hoemoglobin
as contained in the corpuscles but a colouring solution because, when
water is added to blood the hcemoglobin is dissolved out of the
corpuscles., The ear being punctured in the usual way, and the
blood collected in a small ghass capillary tube of standard capacity,
it should be at once inserted into one of the sub-divisions of
the well, and by means of a pipette a stream of clear water
sent through it till the water reaches the top of the well, when a
meniscus will be observed, The other sub-division should next be
filled with clear water, care being exercised that the fluid in the
one does not come in contact with the fluid in the other and
that the meniscus in each case is of equal depth. The instru-
ment is now adjusted and operations transferred to a dark room or
closet ligited only by a small candle. Place the instrument about
eigiteen inches from the candle, and adjust the reflector in such a
\way that the light will be thrown into the well, and move the tinted
glass till the colour of the diluted blood and the colour of the glass at
the centre of the well correspond ; the number opposite will correspond
to the percentage of hæmoglobin. The surrounding light may-,be cut
off from the eye by placing a dark tube over the well.

There are cases in whici the estimation of the hæmoglobin is of
the greatest importance. In pernicious anomia one would expect to
find the amount of homoglobin per corpuscle diminished, but on
making an estimation a relative increase is found to exist, though the
total amount is very low. Mr Herbert French, in an article in the
March number of the Practitioner, reports a case admitted under the
care of Doctor Hale White with the following history. Six months
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previously his skin began to be yellow.in colour, and Lis feet and legs
swelled; later on he fell down one day when doing his work. When
treatment was applied for he had the outward appearance of one
suffering from pernicious anaemia, extremely weak and anemic, no
paralysis, no jaundice, the skin lad a lemon yellow tint, and there was
some œdema of the legs. He was short of breath on exertion but
otherwise seemed well. His heart was of normal size but there was
a blowing systolic bruit, best heard over the left intercostal space, but
also heard in the aortic area, and at the point of impulse. The patient
might well have been suffering from pernicious anomia with hemic
bruits; but a blood examination excluded this at once.
There were found,-

Red copuscles......... .2.600.000 per c. mm.
White corpuscles........... 5.500 "

Haæmoglobin................. 28 per cent.
The honmoglobin was not reduced proportionately, therefore perni-

cious anomia was debarred. Streptococci were cultivated from the
patient's blood, and the case turned out to be one of ulcerative
endocarditis.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY.-For estimating the specific gravity of the blood
a number of methods have been devised. I would -advise a simple

inethod. Anordinary urinoneter about 1.0 c. m. in height is all that
required. This is partly filled with a mixture of chloroform and
benzol the specific gravity of the former high, that of the latter, low.
Into this mixture allow a drop of blood to fall directly from the finger
care being taken that it does not come in contact with the walls of the
vessel, and that the drop be not too large, otherwise it will separate
into droplets, giving rise to inaccurate results. Should the drop sink
to the bottom it is because the specifie gravity of the mixture is lower
than that of the blood, necessitating the addition of more chloroform
to bring the mixture to the proper specific gravity. In doing this
the chloroform should be added drop by drop, while the mixture is
gently, but thoroughly stirred; but on the other hand if the drop
floats on the surface, it is best to add a sufficient amount of benzol to
cause the blood to sink to the bottom, and then by the addition of
chloreform bring it to the proper degree of suspension, that is when
the drop remains suspended in the mixture, which is now filtered and
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its specific gravity taken. The figure obtained will express the
specific gravity of the blood. The normal specific gravity in healthy
adults varies between 1.058 to 1.062. In nephritis, chlorosis and the
anoemias in general it may be diminished. An increased specifie
gravity is met with in febrile diseases. In diagnosis between shock
and collapse it may be of great service. In the former condition
it is lowered, in the latter, raised.

For COUNTING oF BLOOD CORPUSCLES, various instruments are in
vogue. The principal of the hemocytometer is that it consists of two
mixers similar in al] respects, excepting that the one for counting
leucocytes is the larger of the two. They are constructed with a
capillary portion and a dilated portion, the former used to collect a fixed
amount of blood, the latter in obtaining a fixed dilution. In addition
to these a thick glass slide containing the counting chamber measuring
0. 1 m. ni. in depth, the floor ruled into sets of small squares. In
estimating the number of red cells draw blood into the small mixer till
it reaches the mark 1. or 0.5, according to the degree of dilution desired.
After having cleaned the point of the capillary tube, the diluting fluid
is drawn in till the mixture reaches 101 mark. Place the finger over
the end of the pipette, compress the rubber tubing and shake well in
order that the contents of the bulb may be thoroughly mixed. After
expelling the diluting nluid contained in the capillary portion of the
mixer, a drop of that containing the blood is placed on the counting
chamber and the coverslip carefully adjusted. Allow the corpuscles
to settle for about tive minutes and then proceed with the counting.

In healthy male adults the average number of red corpuscles is
about 5,500,000 per cubic millimeter, In female adults 4,500,000 per
cubic milliimeter is a fairly accurate average. But in different dis-
eases one inay get wide variations. In the different forins of anomia
they may fall as low as 300,000 per cubic millimeter, also in car-
cinomua a marked diminution is found to exist.

The enumeration of white cells is carried on in the much the same
way as that of the red, only a lesser degree of dilution is obtained
and all the squares are counted.

In acute infectious diseases an increase in the number of leucocytes
is the rule. In pneumonia it is usually well marked and persists till
the time of the crisis. Its absence is of grave prognostie significance.
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In acute articular rheunatism the increase of leucocytes is proportion-
ate to the severity of the attack. Time will not allow me to speak
of the numerous cases in which hyperleucocytosis exists.

DRYING AND STAINING BLOOD for microscopic examination demands
that the operator be careful in his technique. The coverslips should
be thin and perfectly clean, for the least trace of grease will cause the
film to be a failure. A simple method given in a recent nunber of
the Practitioner, of London, is to boil thein in a solution of chroimie
acid. In order that the acid may reach themn on both sides it is well
to drop them in one by one and allow to remain for half an hour; at
the end of that period all traces of grease will have disappeared.
Stop the heating and wash away the chromie acid with clean water
until no trace of yellow colour is left between any two of the cover-
slips. The coverslips are next passed through two or three changes
of rectified spirits, next they are transferred to a jar containing
absolute alcohol. Each individual cover.slip nust be handled with
forceps.

The residue of the rectified spirits will contaninate the absolute
alcohol, therefore when the jar is filled the original absolute alcohol
should be poured off and the jar filled with fresh. The covcrslips
are now ready for use and may be kept indefinitely in a tight fitting

jar. When .one is recInired renove it with a pair of forceps and bur
the alcohol off in the flame of a spirit laip. In umaking a filin, a
drop of blood is received on a coverslip held with forceps, and to this
a second coverslip is applied, held in like mnanner. If the coverslips
be clean the blood-will spread out in a uniformni layer. Great care must
be exercised in separating coverslips; they must be drawn apart in a
plane parallel to each other. After being allowed to dry for a few
minutes, they are next immersed in absolute alcohol for thirty
minutes. At the end of this period they are ready for staining.

In conclusion, I may say that a fair blood exainination may be
carried out in less than an hour:

(1) The ear is pricked, blood films made and dropped into
absolute alcohol.

(2) Blood drawn to tie 0.5 mark of the small pipette and diluted
to the 101 mark and put aside after having been quickly mixed.

(3) The same proceedhig is carried out with the white corpuscle
mixer.
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(4) The hæmoglobin capillary is filled and expelled into the well.
(5) A drop of biood is allowed to fall into the glass containing the

mixture of chloroform and benzol.
Blood should never be allowed to dry in any of the capillary tubes,

but washed out with clean water two or three times, then with
alcohol and lastly with other; by this means they are rendered clean
and dry.

A CASE OF SUB-CLAVICULAR DISLOCATION.

By FRANK MIDDLEMAS, M. 1),, AND ARTHUR BIRT, M. D., Berwick..

On the 28th ult. we saw together in this district a case of dislocation
of the right shoulder in a hardy youth of 87!! The accident had
been caused by a fall on the ice, his whole weight coming on the
should er. The head of the bone was lying on second rib, immediately
internalbut not in contact with the coracoid. It was therefore of the
rare sub-clavicular form.

Owing to the great age of the patient, and his atheromatous vessels
an anæsthetic was considered inadmissible. After somne trouble
from muscular spasm (in a one time very muscular man) reduction
was finally effected by Kocher's method, aided by pressure on the
head of the bone and fixation of scapula.

Under evaporating lotions little reaction folloved, and we hope for
a good functional result. The rarity of infra-clavicular dislocations
and the age of the patient seened to make the case worth noting.
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MISONEISMUS. THE DEEPLY ROOTED INCLINATION OF
MANIKIND TO COMBAT NEW IDEAS.

By A. ROSE, M. D., New York.

We find in the history of the world, and especially in the history of
medicine, innumerable instances in whîch new ideas have been per-
sistently rejected, which Time has nevertheless proved to be of the
greatest service to mankind; often, alas! after their originators, the
men who have conferred on mankind these great and lasting services
have suffered persecution, physical or moral, or both, even in some
instances, torture. In later days, it is true, we refrain froin physical
violence, but even so late as in the last century we have seen a great
medical benefactor persx.cuted and bis discovery rejected, until, men-
tally unbalanced b the calumnny and ignominy with which 1he was
treated, he was confined in a uiiatic asylum and allowed to die there.
Then a few years later, we bave welcomed his beneficent discoveries
and raised a monument iii honor of his name and achievements. Let
us briefly recall this specific instance.

Ignaz Philipp Semieheis, born in Ofen, on July 1, 1818, dis-
covered in the year 1847, in Vienna, the etiology of puerperal fever.
The records of the great lying-in institution of Vienna with which
Semmelweis was connected, furnislhed abundant and conclusive
evidence of the correctness of his observations. In the year 1848,
when the precautions against puerperal fever that followed necessarily
from Seinmelweis's theories, had been put into force in that institu-
tion, puerperal fever was practically banished from it. Yet, in spite
of all that Semmelweis wrote and said, none of the great gynecologists
of that time, viz., Scanzoni, Spaeth, E. Martin, Braum, or von Siebold,
would pay any attention to him; his communications were treated
with silence and disdain by somxe, and received with contumely and
ridicule by others, but the following instances show to what treatment
he was subjected:

I. Spaeth, Professor of Obstetrics at Vienna, published in the year
1861, these remarks: " On the origin and nature of the so-called
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puerperal fever certain views have been put forth and expounded by
Semmelweiss in a style more rhetorical and dogmatic than we are
wont to see in scientific communications. Since, however, his vievs
have now been promulgated these fourteen years, it would seem futile
at this tine to enter into any exposition of them."

In reference to these and similar reniarks from many quarters
Semmelweis wrote, in 1801, as follows: " This persisteiit ignoring of
ny teachings, this persistent ruminating of errors, impels me to make
the following stateient: I carry with me the conviction that, ever
since the year 1847, thousands and thousands of women and infants
have perished who need not have died if my observations had been
considered, if I could have combated energetically every error
expressed in regard to puerperal fever that came to my notice."

To convince those who miglit be under the impression that he was
exaggerating, lie gives. the statistics of 2,674 deaths fron puerperal
fever in the two lying-in institutions of Vienna, durin g the years
between 1847 and 1858, and compares the records of these institu-
tions with his own. He continues: " This murder must cease. I see
no other means to stop these massacres than to expose those who are
guilty of them, and no honest man can blame me for doing so."

Seinielweis wrote to Scanzoni (to whom I have referred repeatedly
in my writings as the one whose erroneous teaching in regard to
carbonic acid gas has been productive of so much harm) and addressed
him as follows: " Only two things are possible. Either you are con-
vinced that my teaching is erroneous, or you realize that it is true.
No third possibility exists. If you think me in error, I request you
herewith to give me your reasons for assuming that my teachings are
erroneous; should you, without controverting my teàchings, continue
to train your pupils in your doctrine of the nature of epidemic puer-
peral fever, I declare before God and all the world, you are a
murderer!

In 1861 Eduard Caspar Jacob von Siebold published a paper on
puerperal fever without so mucli as a mention of the. teachings of
Semmelweis. Thereupon Semmelweis, wrote to himu: "I renember
with pleasure the time that we spent together in Pesth; nuch that is
dear to nie reminds me of you, but the cries of agony of the women
dying of puerperal fever are louder than the voice of my heart, and
my reason commands me to proclaim the truth, even though iny heart
suffer, painfully at attacking you."
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Von Siebold had based his opposition to the views of Semmelweis
on the authority of the Academy of Medicine of Paris, which hnd
under the presidency of Orfila, declared itself against Semmelweis.
Siebold considered it superfluous to summon any other reasons to his
aid in his opposition to the theory of Semmelweis.

Semmelweis then published another open letter addressed to all
obstetricians ; this together with those addressed to Spaeth, Scanzoni,
Siebold and many others, was written after his book on the etiology,
nature and prophylaxis of puerperal lever Lad been issued in 1861.

I was a medical student at the University of Jena during the years
1860 to1863. B.Schultze was then, and stiliis, professor of obstotrics
and gynecology there. At one leotare,-it was at the end Uf a
semester-we were shown a large number of pelves, freshly prepared,
all those of women who had died of puerperal lever during the pre-
ceding six months. So far as I can remember, no woman who was
admitted for confinement during that period, lef t the institution alive.
Al died from puerperal fever. Disin'ection of the lauds, insisted
upon by Semmelweis, lad not received any consideration, even by
such an eminent man as Schultze. Subsequently, the whole building
was torn down and a new one erected.

The letters of Semmelweis furnisbed testimony of the agony this
martyr to Truti and Science must have suffered until lie was driven
to excitement. Ie addressed people in. the street, laborers, business
men, to listen to him, since the prejudiced professors would not hear
him. Upon this Le was declared insane, taken to the lunatic asylum
and died there, August 13, 1865, in his forty-seventh year.

And now a splendid monument lias been erected at Buda-Pesth·in
his honor, from contributions by the medical profession throughout
the entire world!

There are examples in the history of medicine of unselfish devotion
of indefatigable, ever active pbilanthropy, like that of Semmelweis.

The great American physician, Oliver Wendell llmes, had already
spoken of his observation on the etiology of puerperal fever, whicl
was exactly the same as that of Semmelweis, in April, 1843, before a
medical society. One of the greatest medical, so-cailed, authorities,
Meigs, attacked him, saying, "I prefer to attribute this fact to accident
or to an aót of Providence, rather than to wlat you attribute it to,
and of which I have no conception." Upon this great authority, the
discoverer was attacked from al sides, exactly as Semmelweis was
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upon the authority of Virchow, who ridiculed the ideas of Semmel-
weis. One great Philadelphia university professor wrote even a libel
against Holmes. The martyr replied: "I do not consider myself in-
sulted and I will not render like for like. There exists no invective
and no sarcasi in the lexicon which could touch me in such a con-
troversy. I appeal from the libel of the Professor of the Gerveson
School of Philadelphia to the sense of those whom I do not know, and
who do not know me, nor have any personal interest in me, but interest
only in my ideas. The tcachings of both great un i versities are destined
to be heard not only by their pupils, but by the medical profession at
large. I am too serions to humble myself or to be unassuming.
I beg those in whose hands life or death is laid, to hear me for this
once. I ask no personal favor. I only ask for the sake of those
whose lives are in danger 1mtil a more powerfulvoice than mine shall
plead for them. Everyone who disregards my teachings and causes
destruction thereby bas to ask the Lord to be forgiven, for men can-
not forgive him."

This dignified and kindly language forms a contrast to the abusive
expressions of bis opponents.

The tvo noble men, the German and the American, were not aware
of each other's publications until later, certainly not before the year
1861.-The Post Gradute.
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Correspondence.

(St. John Sun.)

ST. JoHa, N. B., Jan. 2, 1904.
To the Editor Daily Sun:

SiR,-Some few weeks ago a number of physicians were
summoned before the police magistrate for not reporting births
that had occurred in their practice. Believing the act under which
it was attempted to prosecute them to be an unjust and unwarrant-
able interference with their liberty and especially with the con-
fidential relationship which they hold with their patients, they de-
termined to oppose the prosecution and fight the matter through.
The following letter from Dr. L. A. Currey, who was retained as
their counsel, gives the result of the action taken.

In the Police Court of the City of Saint John.
The King on the information of

John B. Jones v.
Murray Maclaren, M. D., and

certain other Medical Practi-
tioners of the City of St. John:

Dear Sir,-I hereby beg to notify you that the information n the
above matter, and all other informations against medical practi-
tioners in the city of St. John, laid under and by virtue of the Vital
Statutes Acts of the Legislature of the Province of New Brunswick,
have been withdrawn by the prosecutor and are at ari end, and that
it is not necessary for you to further attend the hearing of the
above or any of the informations either. personally or by counsel.

The action of the prosecution in the withdrawal of said informa-
tions xvas not brought about by any request or otherwise on the
part of your counsel, but was the voluntary act of the prosecutor,
and for reasons best known to himself or those wno represent him.

I attended at the returni of the informations and at all the sub-
sequent adjournments, either personally or by my partner, and was
on each and every occasion of said adjournment ready to proceed
with the defense on the gro unds outlined by me to your society at
the meeting held some weeks ago in your rooms.
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Should future action be taken at any time against your honorable
body, I consider the same grounds of objection would be equally as
available and tenable as in the present case, had they proceeded to
full hearing and disposal thereof.

I may add that the further I have carried my legal investigation
and research into the validity of said acts, the more I am convinced
of their unconstitutionality, and that the sole and exclusive right to
legislate with reference to vital and all other statistical matters, be-
longs not to the local legislators, but to the Parliament of Canada.

L. A. CURREY,
Counsel for Medical Practitioners.

December 1i6th, 1903.
To J. W. Daniel, M. D., Chairman.

From this it appears that Dr. Currey believes the whole act to
be ultra vires the provincial legislature, and as the law officers of
the Governm'ent have withdrawn the prosecutions, it would appear
that they must agree with that opinion.

As the physicians have been criticised in some quarters for their
refusal to carry out this Act, the undersigned were appointed a
committee to give the press some of their reasons for so doing, in
order that the public may have a clearer idea of the matter than
they have at present.

When this Act vas first passed it did not compel physicians to
report, altiough tfiey were mentioned, and it was unnecessary for
us to take action. Last winter, however, John B. Jones obtained
an amendinent compelling physicians to report to him xwith a num-
ber of details within five days of its occurrence of every birth at-
tended by them, under a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars or
imprisonment in' the county jail. Some physicians did make
returns, and had the humiliation of finding a number of their
patients in the police court to answer a charge of neglecting to
register births, and the charge was to be proved on the evidence of
the physician. In other words, the physician was made a spy and
informer on his patients, and that under a heavy penalty. From
the physician's standpoint such an Act is most abhorrent, destroying
at once the confidential relationship existing between physician and
patient and making them unwilling perjurers in breaking the oath
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they took on graduation to preserve inviolate all information coin-
ing to them through the necessary confidences of their patients.
This is our great objection. We also object to being made statis-
tical officers without our knowledge or consent and without re-
muneration.

That John B. Jones should be able to get an Act passed by the
legislature exploiting the gratuitous services of the whole medical
profession in the county to collect statistics, and incidentally, to
assist him materially in making a living, without their being
consulted in any way, is a circumstance that requires more
explanation than has been given of it.

We believe that no class of citizens in the community is more law
abiding and more honorable in its dealings than the physicians ; no
other class of persons has ever been compelled to do professional
work for the public for nothing, and penalized for neglect. We are
tired of legislation of this kind and think it is time it was stopped.

The objections taken to the Acts by our counsel, Dr. L. A. Currey,
may be summarized as follows:

ist.-The Acts under which these prosecutions were brought are
ultra vires the Provincial Legislature.

2nd.-The gratuitousdu.ty imposed on medical prac itioners by
said Acts is repugnant tb natUral justice and is not of ch a public
nature as authorizes the legislature to impose the sa e.

3rd.-The above Acts require (a) medical practit* ners to become
informants on their patients, and render the latter liable to a
penalty; (b) to violate their professional oaths ini making a public
record of facts .which are often of a delicate and confidential
character; (c) to perform gratuitous services for which another
person receives remuneration.

Yours truly,
J. W. DANIEL, M. D.,
THOMAS WALKER, M. D.
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editorial.

VALUE OF WATER IN THE TREATMENT OF TYPHOID
FEVER.

The January issue of the London Practitioner is a symposium on
typhoid fever. Every aspect of the disease is fully discussed, and
three very complete papers deal with the treatment. The article by
Dr. McRae gives a very full exposition of the methods followed in
Dr. Osler's clinic at the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore. The diet
prescribed is, as a rule, very simple, and consists of milk and albu-
men water given alternately every two hours; whey is frequently
used in place of milk. In a f ew cases substitutes for milk are used,
but beef tea, peptonoids and similar preparations are never given.
Alcoholic stimulants are not given unless there is evidence of grave
toxæemia, when they are administered'freely. There is, perhaps, noth-
ing in these features, but the free use of water is not strongly urged
by recent writers. Dr. McRae says: " The need of giving to patients
"large amounts of water is too often forgotten. Constant emphasis
"is laid on this and. a minimum of three litres of fluid (two and, one
"half quarts) per diem is the rule in this clinic. The -endeavour is
"always made to give larger amounts. Many patients take .six or
"seven litres a dày (five or six quarts). The delirious patients are
"pressed to take it every hour at least. Those who are rational have
"a supply constantly by the bedside which they are encouraged
"to drink in addition to the regular feedings. To make sure that a
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"typhoid patient is getting enough water requires constant effort on
"the part of the physician and nurse. The amount of urine passed
"lis a very valuable guide. We consider that too much importance
" cannot be given to this. Probably, typhoid fever patients suffer
"more from lack of water than from any other thing. 'More water'
" might well be the motto inscribed in all our typhoid wards. Do
"not let us forget that our patients will do perfectly well on water
"alone for some days."

Summing up the dietary, Dr. McRae says: "Milk whey, egg albu-
"men and large amounts of water comprise our usual dietary. Two
"rules in regard to feeding are well to keep in mind, ' too little food
"rather than too much' and 'more water.' Those who use this
"simple method do not need to be told of its value; to those who have

not used it a thorough trial can be strongly advised."

THE PHYSICIAN IN COURT.

It is not just in the nature of an average man to receive with per-
fect equanimity a summons to attend court in the capacity of a
witness. With most men, however, it is possible to so arrange one's
day that obedience to such suminons may discommode but little, and
probably incur no loss. Under such circumstances, the main cause
for complaint is the element of compulsion, against which the spirit
of independence instinctively rebels-especially when, as all too often
happens, the zeal of our friends of the legal profession for the dis-
pensation of justice leaves quite out of consideration the convenience
of those upon whose assistance they are forced to depend. But with
the medical witness, attendance upon the court is not only an incon-
venience; it may mean calamity; it may mean rank injustice to the

physician and to a patient whose condition may be so critical as to
require his immediate and constant atiention. The physician, unlike
those of other callings, is unable to arrange his programme for the
day so as to be able to attend upon the court at the hour demanded.
But the court takes no cognizance of this fact, and its ruling is, in
effect, that the court must be obeyed, no matter what the loss to the
witness, whether it be that of a possible fee only or that of a patient's
lie.

W/hile speaking in this general way, we feel that additional reason
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for protest on the part of the medical profession is found in the fact
that not all judges and not all lawyers are so unreasonable as the
above statement would indicate. Many members of our profession
can recall with gratitude instances in which their convenience has
been courteously considered by the court, and that without loss of
time or of dignity. When such consideration can be showr at one
time, it is difficult to understand why it should not be shown at all
times.

WTe suspect that the fault may, with some reason, in at least some
instances, be traced back to the action of a certain class of physicians
who show an apparent fondness for appearance in court, or at any
rate do not seem reluctant to respond to a summons. Doubtless
every community of considerable size is blessed (?) with the presence
of a doctor whose taste is for the court-room. Such a doctor soon
wins a reputation for himself, and the legal lights quickly learn of
his usefulness to them, althougli they quietly laugli up their sleeves
at the readiness with which he essays their cause. Much amusement
has been afforded a recent court by the evidence of a medical witness
that certain findings ii the urine miglit be held as excuse for theft.
Is it any wonder that lawyers feel that they can get what they want
out of a medical witness wben one will go on the stand and give such
testimony as that ? And is it any wonder that the discussion which
sucl testimony is certain to create should -find its way far beyond
the precincts of the court-room and do untold harm to the reputation,
not only of the witness himself, but of the whole profession?

While, then, we may occasionally have cause to rebel against what
seems to be all but tyranny on the part of the court, we niust
acknowledge that encouragement to sucli action is not infrequently
given by members of our own profession. If physicians would but
realize this and exercise at least common sense when called upon to
give evidence at a court of law, much of the occasion for grievance
would undoubtedly disappear and the condition of which we complain
would gradually riglht itself.
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THE LUNENBURG-QUEENS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

The regular January session of the Lunenburg-Queens Medical
Suciety was held on January 21st in the town council chamber,
Lunenburg. The attendance was good, members being present from
Lunenburg, Bridgewater, Mahone Bay, Rose Bay, New Germany and
Chester.

The entire afternoon session was taken up witli a general discussion
on "Pneumnonia." The discussion, which was opened with an excell-
ent paper by Dr. I. A. March, was taken part in by every member
present. Great interest was displayed and it was the general ex-
pression tbat more real benefit was to be derived from the meetings if

practical subjects were discussed, rather than the whole time be em-
ployed in reading papers and discussing cases.

At the evening meting papers were read and freely discussed.
Dr. Burrel of Lunenburg, on "Perineorrhaphy;" Dr. .Hebb of Ches-
ter, on "Diagnosis." Dr. NMacdonald, of Rose Bay, reported a case
and exhiibited pbotographs and skiagraphs of a monstrosity, present-
ing anterior duplicity, occurring in bis own practice, the second

recorded case of sucli occurring in Canada.
After the evening meeting the Lunenburg members invited the

society to a turkey supper at Miller's restaurant. This was a most
enjoyable function. The following toasts were proposed and replied
to in a surprising display of oratory: "The King and the Profes-
sion," " Other Professions," " The Druggists," " The Medical Men of
Lunenburg Town," " Our Next Merry Meeting." This was a very

pleasant closing of an interesting and ,profitable session. The next
meeting will be held at Bridgewater in'June.

Couoir AN) REiTLESSNESS ]N PNEUMONIA-Dy. W. J. P'arker, truthfully states in
the January Meldical World, that " The season for pneumonia is here " and it may be
of interest to our readers to know that he has found an excellent remnedy for the cough
and restlessness which are such distressing symptois of this drcadful malady in
antikamnia and heroin tablets. Each of these tablets contain five grains of
antikamnia and one-twelfth grain heroin hydrochloride and the dosage is one tablet
every two or three hours according to the exigencies of the case, or at the discretion of
the attending physician. We nav aiso add, that Professor Uriel S. Boone, of The
College of Physicians and Surgeons, St. Louis, also reports most satisfactory results with
this renedy in pnelmonia, bronchitis and la grippe, particularly in relieving the.
accompanying spasiodic coughs and muscular pain.
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N. S. BRANCH OF BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIA-
TION PROGRAMME.

The following is the plan of the agenda for the remainder
of the session :
March 2nd-Paper on "Iritis," by Dr. W. G. Putnam, of

Yarmouth, N. S. Discussion by Dr. Kirk-
patrick and others.

March 16th-Paper by Dr. John Stewart, " Carbolic Acid
in Surgery ;" also paper by Dr. M. Chisholm.

March 30th-Paper by Dr. H. K. McDonald, Lunenburg,
N. S. Subject to be announced.

April 13th-" History of Medical Society in Halifax." Paper
by Dr. D. A. Campbell.
Discussion on "Diseases of the Prostate
Gland," by Drs. Murphy, Ross and others.

Additions and cbanges to the above programme may be made as
occasion arises. Members and all visiting practitioners from all parts
are welcome. Any medical gentleman willing to contribute a paper
will kinclly communicate with the Secretary, Wm. D. Forrest, M. D.,
Pleasant street, Halifax.

Personats.

Dr. J. W. Daniel, of our editorial staff, was elected at the recent
by-election to represent the Conservative interests for St. John in
the Dominion Parliament.

Dr. M. D. Morrison, of Old Bridgeport, C. B., recently returned
f-om Great Britain, where he had been pursuing post graduate work
for several months.

Dr. A. I. Mader. of this city, had the misfortune to break his
left thigh on the 15th inst. by the upsetting of his sleigh. Under the
care of Dr. N. E. McKay and assistants he is progressing favorably.

Dr. A. Thompson, of Dawson City, is on a short visit to his
old home at Elmsdale prior to proceeding to London for post graduate
work. Dr. Thompson is a Dalhousie graduate and ·has had a pros-
perous career.
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Dr. F. F. Kelly, of Charlottetown, was elected mayor of that
city at the last civic contest. by a large majority.

Dr. J. B. Travers, acting superintendent of the Provincial
Asylum at St. John, and Mlrs. Young, formerly matron of the saine
institution, were recently married at Chicago.

Miss Harriet Germaine, a popular nurse at the Victoria General
Hospital, died on the 11th inst. from acute nephritis complicated by
peritoniitis. Miss Germaine was a cousin of Dr. W. H. Macdonald, of
Rose Bay, and lier sudden death, after an illness of less than five days
cast a gloom over the institution.

Obituary.

DR. C. R. SHAUGHNESSY.-Dr, C. R. Shaughnessy died at hlis home
in St. Stephen on the 2nd February. The news will be beard with
regret by the large circle of friends lie had made in St. John during
his brie£ residence in that city. Dr. Shaughnessy was a native of St.
Stephen. He graduated at McGill University, and afterwards spent
a year on the staff of a hospital at Ottawa. Coming to St. John lie
commenced the practice of his profession, and was becoiing fairly
well established, when lie was prostrated by illness froin the effects
of which lie never recovered. A short time ago lie went to the
Adirondacks, but lie was soon obliged to return, without benefit.

Dr. Sliaughnessy held the office of secretary to the St. Join Med-
ical Society, and was very painstaking and thorough in his secretarial
work. It was during this period that lie suffered from a severe
hæemoptysis, the first symptom of a ra.pidly progressive illness.

Several valuable contributions from the pen of Dr. Sliaughnessy
have appeared in the NEws, including " The Physician's Professional
Rights and Duties " and "The Cocaine 1-labit." The NEwS extends
its sympathy to his bereaved relatives.

For some time the drug market has been flooded with numerous preparations for recent
and chronie coughs. One that can be well recommended is Pinocodeine (Frosst), w1I.ose
exact formula is published on another page,



Book Reviews.

THE PRACTICAL CARE OF THE BABY-By Theron Wendell Kilmer,
M. D., Associate Professor of Diseases of Children in the New York School
of Clinical Medicine, Etc., Etc., with sixty-eight illustrations. Published by
the F. A. Davis Company, Philadelphia.

This little book is for the guidance of the young mother and the nurse
whose experience in the care of children has been limited. It is written in
very plain language, with consistent avoidance of teclinical termis, and all
directions are givei so clearly that they cannot be misunderstood. AIl the
matters which ordinarily require attention in the nursing of children are
dealt with in a straightforward and practical manner. The book is one
whiclh could very safely be put in the hands of any young mother, and we
think the physician shouldl be acquaiited with it. Anyone who is required
to assume the care of a child for the first time would bo grateful for having
the book recommiended to lier.

INTEnNATIONAL CLIxcs-A Quarterly of Illustrated Lectures and
Especially Prepared Original Articles, by Leading M emibers of the Medical
Profession throughout the World. Volume II, Thirteenth Series, 1903.
Publishied by J. B. Lippiicott Company, Philadelphia ; Canadian Represen-
tative, Cliarles Roberts, 1524 Ontario Street, Montreal.

The CLINIcS have so often been reviewed and comniended in our pages
that it is surperfluous to reiterate further on their value to a physician's
library. ln the volume before us, over a hiundred pages deal with " Discases
of the Gall-Bladder and Gaill-Ducts;" dilferent phases of this important class of
disease being written by J. HL. M osser, of Philadelphia; R. D. Rudolph, of
Toi-onto; C. G. Stockton, of Buflhto; F. P. Weber, of London; F. Legars, of
Paris ; and J. B. Deaver, of Philadelphia. A concise and useful article on
" The Treatment of Pneumionia" is fromn tlie pen of Dr. )avid W. Finlay, Pro-
fessor of MAedicine in the Universitv of Aberdeen. Dr. Albert Robin, of
Paris, has a clinical lecture onI "The Medical Treatment of Gastric Cancer "
which contamns valuable suggestions for the care of patients suffering from
this serious malady. " Cocain Anestiesia," by Dr. J. A. Bodine,.of New
York ; "General Anesthesia," by Dr. John A. Lewis, of Georgetown, and
" Asepsis and Antisepsis," by Professor Lucas-Championniere of Paris, will
likewise prove of muchî interest and practical benefit to readers.

SURicIcAL ANATOMY AND OPERATIvE SURGERY FOR STUDENTS AND
PRACTT10N ERS. By John J. McGrath, M. 1)., Professor of Surgical Anatomy
and Operative Surgery at the New York Post Graduate Medical School,
Visiting Surgeon to the Harlem Bospital, and Assistant Visiting Surgeon to
the Columbus Jospital, New York With 227 Illustrations, including colors
and lalftones. F. A. Davis Co., Philadelphia, Publishiers.

This is a handy one-volume manual of practical surgery, with suflicient
anatomical review of parts to be operated on. The plan of the work is to
take the body in regions, e. g.: head and face, neck and tongue, thorax,
to give , short resumé of the surgical· anatomy, and tien to describe the
operations practised for the various surgical affections of this region.
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Upon the whole the work is- concise and clear. The style is in some
places rather elliptical, and yet the meaning is clear. In sone respects
there is too much detail, ,or rather, an introduction of unnecessary matter.
For instance : while the author in lis preface states that lie bas endeavoured
to exclude " all those anatonical considerations that are purely technical
and not of practical value in the performance of surgical operations" lie has
occupied several pages with an account of. the development, in the embryo,
of the abnormalities of the face.

Side by side with such unnecessary detail, we find occasional lack of
sufficient precision, as for instance in describing tamponade, (p. 10.) where
the essential hydrostatic principle on which the practice of plugging is
based, viz: that the apex of the plug should be fitted as tightly as possible
into the bottom of the wound is not brought out.

The diagram 'of the side of the skull on p. 41 is not of much value, nor
are there any clear rules for cerebral localization. An account of Chiene's
simple method of mapping out the various areas open to surgical interference
would be valuable.

In describing removal of the tongue, first place is given to Kocher's opera-
tion, which he himself lias abandoned, and Whitehead's operation, which is
probably the best, is relegated to last place-and recommended only for
removal of half the tongue.

There is a good description of the surgical anatomy of the thorax, well
illustrated. We note that the regions of the thorax are described in plain
English, but the abdominal areas are dignified with scientific Latin.

The author credits Schlatter with theëtirst gastrectomy; it would be more
correct to say " the first successfui gastrectomy."

On p. 257 there is a brief, clear and excellent description of end to end
anastomosis of intestine ; indeed the whole section on abdominal work is
good.

We are surprised to find packing of the rectum recommended after ligature
of piles. We believe it to be totally unnecessary. If the hase of the pile is
transfixed by the ligature it will not slip. And if the rectum is to be packed,
sonme provision should be be made for the escape of flatus.

The description of operations for hernia is very clear. Only the methods
of Bassini and Ealsted are described. We think room might have been
found for the simpler rapid method cf Kocher.

It is a surprise to find no mention of Wheelhouse's operation for imper-
meable stricture.

In giving the course of the femoral artery, the author places it at the level
of Poupart's ligament, as midway between the anterior superior spiie of tlîe
ilium and the spine of the pubie bone. Quain, Wilson, Holden and others,
give the symphysis of the pubis and not the spine

In describing Syme's aiputation at the ankle we have a fine illustration
of how not to do it. The operation doubtless succeeds in removing the
foot, but it is not Syme's operation. It is the reverse in almost every re-
spect. But we are accustomed to this looseness of description in text books.
If a surgeon findsit easierand better to remove the foot bv cutting fron the
front let him do so, but he should net call his operation "Syme's amputa
tion."
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No note is made of Bier's osteoplastic amputation, nor of Lister's valu-
able modification of Carden's operation through the condyles. In describing
suture of the patella, a vertical incision is recommended. We think a flap
is a much better method, both during operation and in subsequent healing.
*We are surprised too that passive motion is not begun until the fourth week.
Fourtii day would be nearer the mark. No mention is made of ankylosis of
the hip or its treatment.

Ts AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY, which will be pub-
lished quarterly by the American Orthopedic Association, replaces the
" Transactions " of this Association, the first volume of the new journal
being Vol. XVI. of the Transactions. We note with pleasure the name of
our countryman, B. E. Mackenzie, of Toronto, as one of the three members
of the editorial committee.

The journal begins well. It has a good appearance and is well printed, in
large type and on good paper. The illustrations also are very good. There
are good articles by Gibney and Bradford on deformity of the hip joint, both
authors favoring Gaut's subtrochantric osteotomy.

Lovett's paper on " painful affecodons of the feet among trained nurses"
based on 500 observations is interesting and instructive.

There is an excellent and very full and well classified abstract of the
recent literature of Orthopedic Surgery.

D~otés*
SANMETTO INCOMPARABLE IN INFLAMMATORY CoNDITIONS OF THE URINARY TRAcT. -

I have used Sammetto in the various iniflarnmatory conditions of the urinary tract,
especially in acute cystitis and prostatitis, with good results· Other preparations on
the market that !are said to be the sane are not to be compared with Sanmetto.-

Shelbyville, Ind. H. E. PHAREs, 'M. D.

SnADOW AND SUBSTANcE.-Now that the cod liver oil season is in full swing and the
large and growing demand for this article made more apparent by the great scarcity of
pure oil, the profession is better able to realize the position occupied by Scott's Emulsion.
Every winter there is introduced at least one new cod liver oil preparation and until the
following spring every inducenent is made to uoload it upon the public.

This year has been no exception, despite the great scarcity of pure cod liver oil. It is
by reason of this latter condition that the profession should be careful what it recom-
mends and uses in the way of cod liver oil preparations that are not absolutely guaranteed
With cod liver oil selling at unheard of prices the composition of sone so-called emulsions,
wines, extracts, etc., is likely to be far below the standard and comparatively worthless.

It lias been a great protection to the profession to know that Scott's Emulsion has
maintained its position as the standard emulsion of cod liver oil during this unsettled
time and that its quality and purity have not been changed in the slightest particular.
Its popularity has never been ncnaced or its usefulness superceded by any of the hun-
dreds of imitations tlat have coie and gone since Scott's Enulsion was first offered for
sale. Its success is due to the fact that it is the substance and not the shadow of cod
liver oil.

AN OBSTETRICAL ASSISTANT. -The wide range of usefulness of Hayden's Viburnum
Conpound in Obstetrical Practice should make for it a place in every obstetrical
satclel. In many instances the physician is not called in until threatening symptoms
manifest theimselves, which to the trained obstetrician points to abortion. Unless
prompt action is taken premature birth wvill result. H. r'." exerts a sedative
effect upon the uervons systei and controls uterine contraction and hemorrhage.
Through the tiree stages of labor its usefulnîess mnanifests itself. The spasmodic rigidity
of the os is relaxed; after pains and dangerous flooding are controlled ; and in all it
is a most important addition to the obstetrical arinaientarium ; it is not a narcotie and
offers all the advantages of ergot without its dangerous after effects.
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A B 0 R T I O N This condition, which prolongalabor and

rapidly exhatrsts the patient and endangers
In hes caesHayen'the Mie of the fetus is of common occurence.

In these cases .layden's Viburnum Com- R. V. 0. acts most promptly and effectively
pound exerts a sedative offect upon the and is not a narcotir. No less an authority

pondexrt'athan H.' MAR1ON SIMS, MLJD.>, sald:
nervousisystemf, arrests uterine contraction II have prescribed Hayden'a Viburnur
and henorrhage and prevents mniscarriage. Compound in cases o! labor witb Rigid Os
It bas proven of special service in habitual A more cci g dn

Tsni hcpo ardpresented.

POSITIVE RES ; UL AO SM IN M

OBSTETRICAL PRACTICE
WUEN '(OU PRESCRIBE,

" viayden's) (Viburbued H eCompound

-":l TE R P AI1N S AW RN
The value of . V. C. *,fer the thirstage The eniable reputation o! the Viburnum

ef labor cannot be over estiniated. its antis- Comupound o! Dr. Hayden, IL V. O., li 'ob-'pasrnodic and analgesii action modifies and
relieves the distressing afterpains and quiets s9tetrics and in the treatment of diseases of
the nAervous condition mof the patient. ot a
pronioting the tonicity of the pielvin arte rial on.,hsecuaàuiirpls ý-

system it prevents plooding an thus eliest
nates the dangerous element in obstetrical il you desire resuits, ,you must, use the,
practice. .ýgenuine only--beware of substitution.

LITERATURE ON REQUE T AND SAMPLE BY PAYING EXPRESS CMARGES.
:NIW YORKPHRMACIEUTICAL CO.Bedford Springs, Mass.

HOLLANDYO IMRO

NO ' PLASTER rAS) NEEDEu.

e Positive R liefH a.d Carefforf FUirT-tFOOT,

pmo of Case treated for heumatism Rheumatio Gout and
v o e Rsh umati Arthriti of athef Anee joint are Fiat-Foot.n

The introduction of the improved a .Arch Spporter has caused a revolution in
the treatinent of F1lt-foot, obviatixxg as it does the n'ecessity of taking a, plaIster caàs of the
dformed foot.

Tihe principal orthopedic surgeons and hospitals of Englandand the'United States
aesngand endorsing these Supporters as superior'toall others, owing to the vast

i t provevent of this scientifically constructed appliance over the heavy, rigid, mealic
plaies formnerly useci

> These SuppJorters; are highly recomm'reuded 'by physicians for -chidren who'often
,suifer fromnÏ Ra-foot, and are treated for weak ankies whe -n sucli is not the case, but li
reality they are suffering frobsFlat-joot.

IN ORDERING SEND SiZE 0F SHOE,,OR'TRACING 0F FOOT IS THE'BEST GIDE.

Sole Agents for Canada« LYMAN SON TS & CO Surgical SPecialisus
380-386 ST. PAULS HST.a MONTREA.L.



SANM ETTO GENITO-URINARY DISEASES. ,

A Sclentific Blendig of True Santal and Saw Palmetto In a Pleasant Aromatic Vehicle. I
A Vltalizing Tonic to the Reproductive System.

SPECIALLY VALUABLE IN
PROSTATIC TROUBLES OF OLD M EN-IRR!TABLE BLADDER-

CYSTITIS-URETH RITIS-PRE-SENILITY.

DOSE:-One Teaspoonful Four Times a Day. OD CHEM. CO., NEWYORK

AN UNPARALELLED
RECORD.

FOR FORTY YEARS THE
STANDARD RON TONlC AND
RECOSTRUCTIVE.

WHEELER'S TISSUE PHOSPHATES4
Has secured its remarkable prestige in Tuberculosis and all Wasting Diseases. Convalescence, Gesta
ion. Lactation, etc., by maintaining the perfect digestion and assimilation of food as well as of the
Iron and other Phosphates it contains.

AS RELIABLE. IN DYSPEPSIA AS QUININE 'IN AGUE I
Send for interesting Literature on the Phosphates.

T. B. WHEELER, MON TREAL, CANADA.
To prevent substitution, in Pound Bottles only at One Dollar. Samples no longer furnished

GLz PRACTICAL WATCH AND
• 9 CHRONOMETER MAKER

-IMPORTER OF-

Fine Gold and Si!ver Watches, Clocks, Fine Jewelry and Optical Goods
Citroroirteters for Sale, for Hire and Repaired
Rates deternlined by Transit Observation

All kinds of Jewelry made at shortest notice. Special attention given to repairing Fine Watches

165 BARRINCTON STREET, - HALIFAX, N 3.

Require the very best Cloth in their clothing something that
will stand all kinds of weather and still look well. We carry
a splendid range of Scotch and Irish suitings, the best goodâ1
made, and sell them at a reasonable price.

2e

12Granville. Street, Halifax,, N. S.-



Mere cheiical resemblance does' not imp

similarity in physiological action There are nany
foods that approximate chemically to

but there is no food that has the saiiie physiological
action.

The ease with which it is assirnilated, and the entire
absence of irritation to the gastro-intestinal tract, even when
used continuously for a long period. make LAcro GLOBIU.IN

a naturally indicated food in all febrile and asthenic
conditions.

As an adjuvant to treatnent, the intelligent use of

LACTO-GLOBULIN invariably gives definite resuIts.

AN ABSOLUTELY S€IENT7IàF PRODUGT
MADE FROM PURE FRESH MILK.

Sold by Druggists at 50c. and $I.00 per package.

Lact-QIbul in ýCo
LIMITED.

795 CRAIO STREET MONTREAL



SPA4CKAGE A~-l8a J5MR/V6 COA7A/Eie

Sringe Coni7er

Ruber /b ypoderndc A/e/e

PURITY! POTENCY! CONVENIENCE!
PARKE, LAVIS & Co.'s ANTIDIPITHERITIC SERUM is world-renowned for

its purity and potency. It is prepared with extraordinary care. It is rigidly
tested. It is'put up in hermetically scaled glass containers, effectually preser -
ing it from contamination.

EVERY PACKACE A STERILE SYRINCE.
Our ready-to-use bulb and pistcon syringes are the most practical and satis-

factory of their kind. They are strictly aseptie and easily operated.
ALWAYS SPECIFY PARKE, DAVIS , C0. AND GET T.E BEST.

(Package A supplied on unspecified orders.)

PARi, DVIS CO PAN

AC A4GE C-P/s/of JK/ANGE COAK4/ÆR'

o.? CA/f h'ArR

Cap

- yringe-gerre/ wi/h Qubber P/un9e

//ypoderma/ic Ved/e pIro g

ADDRESS US AT WALKERVALLE, ONT.


